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De Beers Canada Inc. (De Beers) has proposed to develop an open-pit diamond
mine and processing plant at Kennady Lake, Northwest Territories (NWT) called
the Gahcho Kué Mine (Mine), requiring a Type A Land Use Permit
(MV2005C0032) and Water Licence (MV2005L2-0015). These applications were
referred to environmental impact review by a panel of the Mackenzie Valley
Environmental Impact Review Board (the Panel, EIR 0607-001). An
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Gahcho Kué Project (Project) was
submitted to the Panel by De Beers in December 2010 (De Beers 2010a) and a
subsequent EIS Update (De Beers 2011) and EIS Supplement (De Beers 2012a)
were also submitted.
As part of the Environmental Impact Review (EIR) process, De Beers
collaboratively developed a Wildlife Monitoring Plan (De Beers 2012b) with
government and aboriginal party representatives. The Panel’s public hearing was
held in December 2012, followed by the Gahcho Kué Panel Report of
Environmental Impact Review in July 2013. In the decision report, the Panel
included Measures specifying that De Beers prepare a Wildlife Effects Monitoring
Program (WEMP; De Beers 2014a), a Caribou Protection Plan, and Wildlife and
Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan (WWHPP) and that these plans and programs
should be well coordinated. The WEMP includes monitoring of indirect effects
that will take place outside of the Mine footprint, while the WWHPP describes
wildlife mitigation and monitoring of direct effects within the Mine footprint. The
Caribou Protection Plan has been incorporated into the WWHPP. If the WEMP
indicates that effects are at the Project scale are larger than predicted in the EIS,
then additional mitigation will be included in the WWHPP. Thus, the Wildlife
Monitoring Plan was divided into a WEMP and WWHPP (Version 1) for the land
use permit application MV2005C0032 in November 2013. The WEMP and the
WWHPP should be considered together to fully understand wildlife monitoring
and mitigation for the Mine.
Following consultation with Aboriginal Parties and the Government of the
Northwest Territories (GNWT), and lessons learned at the Project site to-date,
further refinements have been made to both the WEMP and WWHPP
(Version 2).
Importantly, Version 2 of the WEMP and WWHPP include a concordance table
illustrating where each of the Panel Measures, corporate commitments and
regulatory requirements are addressed. Further, the WEMP and WWHPP are
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now subject to a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the GNWT, which
confirms the process by which these documents will be collaboratively reported,
reviewed and revised. The WEMP and WWHPP will also be reviewed by Ni Hadi
Yati, a forum for interested Aboriginal organizations to assist in the development
and implementation of the Mine environmental monitoring and management
plans.
This WWHPP addresses conditions 46, 47, and 48 of the DRAFT Conditions
Annexed to and Forming Part of Land Use Permit # MV2005C0032 prepared by
Board Staff, May 23, 2014. As required by draft condition 46, this document
articulates the measures De Beers will implement to prevent damage to wildlife
and fish habitats during operations. De Beers will wait for approval of the plan by
the Board before commencing operations as articulated in draft condition 47. De
Beers will operate in accordance with this WWHPP, and will review it annually,
making adjustments as directed by the Board. Revisions will be submitted to the
Board for approval.

1.2

CONCORDANCE
The WEMP and the WWHPP serve to meet De Beers’ obligations to a range of
authorities. This includes the various Acts and Regulations relevant to wildlife in
the NWT, the Review Panel Measures and follow-up program requirements, and
commitments made by De Beers. All relevant requirements are provided in the
concordance table below (Table 1-1). The concordance table also indicates
where these requirements are met, in both the WEMP and the WWHPP.
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Concordance of Joint Panel Decision Report Measures, Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan and Wildlife
Effects Monitoring Program

Legislation/Regulation

Requirement

Corresponding
Section in
WWHPP

Corresponding
Section in WEMP

Responsible
Regulatory
Agency

Species at Risk Act and Species
at Risk (NWT) Act

De Beers will adhere to requirements of all applicable Regulations or
Recovery Plans that may be developed over the duration of the
Project.

Section 3

Section 3.3

EC-CWS
GNWT

NWT Wildlife Act

A developer or other person or body may be required, in accordance
with the regulations, to prepare a wildlife management and
monitoring plan for approval by the Minister, and to adhere to the
approved plan, if the Minister is satisfied that a development,
proposed development, or other activity is likely to:
(a) result in a significant disturbance to big game or other prescribed
wildlife;
(b) substantially alter, damage or destroy habitat;
(c) pose a threat of serious harm to wildlife or habitat; or
(d) significantly contribute to cumulative impacts on a large number
of big game or other prescribed wildlife, or on habitat.

Entire Document

Entire Document

GNWT

A wildlife management and monitoring plan must include:
(a) a description of potential disturbance to big game and other
prescribed wildlife, potential harm to wildlife and potential impacts on
habitat;
(b) a description of measures to be implemented for the mitigation of
potential impacts;
(c) the process for monitoring impacts and assessing whether
mitigative measures are effective; and
(d) other prescribed requirements.

Entire Document

Entire Document

GNWT

Migratory Birds Convention Act,
Migratory Bird Regulations

The taking of nests or eggs of migratory game or insectivorous or
nongame birds shall be prohibited, except for scientific or
propagating purposes under such laws or regulations as the High
Contracting Powers may severally deem appropriate.

Section 5.3.3
Migratory bird nest
management plan
(pending)

N/A

EC-CWS

MVEIRB Panel Decision, July 19,
2013. Measure 1

Minimize impacts to caribou and the extent of the zone of influence
around the mine site to the extent that is technically feasible.

Section 4

Section 3.4.5

GNWT

Prior to construction, develop a caribou protection plan that ensures
protection of caribou and caribou habitat. The caribou protection plan
should include an adaptive management framework demonstrating
how the Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program and the Wildlife and
Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan are linked.

Section 4.4
Section 6

N/A

GNWT
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Concordance of Joint Panel Decision Report Measures, Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan and Wildlife
Effects Monitoring Program (continued)

Legislation/Regulation
MVEIRB Panel Decision, July 19,
2013. Measure 2

Requirement

Corresponding
Section in
WWHPP

Corresponding
Section in WEMP

Responsible
Regulatory
Agency

Construct and operate the winter access road in a way that
minimizes its adverse effects as a partial barrier to caribou
movement and migration.

Section 5.3.1

N/A

GNWT

Monitor to determine the presence and behaviour of caribou along
the winter access road using means in addition to satellite collar
data, such as track counts and visual observations.

Section 5.3.1

N/A

GNWT

Ensure that the caribou protection plan, the wildlife effects monitoring
program and the wildlife and wildlife habitat protection plan address
the effects on caribou movement and behaviour along the winter
access road.

Section 4.4
Section 5.3.1

Winter access road
monitoring is a
component of the
WWHPP as per
Section 3.4.5

MVEIRB Panel Decision, July 19,
2013. Measure 3

Monitor project specific effects (e.g. size of the Zone of influence,
changes in habitat, effects of the winter access road on caribou
movement and behaviour) and will report to the GNWT and make the
results public on how project specific effects contribute to cumulative
effects for the duration of the Project.

Section 5

Section 3

GNWT

MVEIRB Panel Decision, July 19,
2013. Suggested Follow-up
Program for barren ground
caribou

Monitoring the zone of influence and its likely causes (e.g. noise,
dust, mine activity) (can be completed as part of the Wildlife Effects
Monitoring Program).

Section 5.2

Section 3.4

GNWT

Using results from monitoring the extent of the zone of influence and
likely causal mechanisms (completed as part of the Wildlife Effects
Monitoring Program) to intensify or reduce mitigations that will
minimize the zone of influence.

Section 5.2

Section 3.4

GNWT

Monitoring the presence of caribou along the winter access road and
the effects of the road on caribou movement and behaviour.

Section 5.3.1

N/A

GNWT

Describing action levels that will be used to determine when
monitoring or mitigations or changes to existing mitigation are
necessary.

Section 6

N/A

GNWT

Demonstrating how existing baseline information (such as the
caribou trails as a model for likely caribou approaches to the site)
and Traditional Knowledge are incorporated in monitoring and
management plans.

Section 1.5
Section 4

Section 1.5

GNWT
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Concordance of Joint Panel Decision Report Measures, Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan and Wildlife
Effects Monitoring Program (continued)

Legislation/Regulation

Requirement

Corresponding
Section in
WWHPP

Corresponding
Section in WEMP

Responsible
Regulatory
Agency

MVEIRB Panel Decision, July 19,
2013. Suggested Follow-up
Program for other wildlife and
species at risk

The WEMP and WWHPP must be designed as a follow-up program
that:

is prepared by De Beers prior to mine construction;

addresses recommendations made by GNWT and EC in
their technical reports;

is adaptively managed by De Beers during the life of the
Project with input from GNWT, EC and Ni Hadi Yati;

contributes to regional cumulative effects monitoring; and

incorporates information from the regional cumulative
effects monitoring into the project specific management of
the Gahcho Kué Project.

Entire Document

Entire Document

GNWT

MVEIRB Panel Decision, July 19,
2013. Wildlife Mitigation
Commitments

De Beers will implement the Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Protection
Plan as submitted to the Panel on October 4, 2012. The Wildlife and
Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan will be refined prior to construction to
address the recommendations made by GNWT and Environment
Canada in their technical reports. The Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat
Protection Plan will be adaptively managed by De Beers during the
Project life with input from GNWT, Environment Canada, and Ni Hadi
Yati.

Entire Document

N/A

GNWT

Downward directional and low impact lighting will be used to reduce
light pollution.

Section 4.2

N/A

GNWT

Low profile roads will be used so that they do not act as a barrier to
movement for wildlife.

Section 4.2

N/A

GNWT

Winter road snow berms will be removed so that they do not act as a
barrier to movement for wildlife

Section 4.2

N/A

GNWT

De Beers will implement the Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program as
submitted to the Panel on October 4, 2012. The Wildlife Effects
Monitoring Program will be refined prior to construction to address
the recommendations made by GNWT and EC in their technical
reports. The Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program will be adaptively
managed during the Project life by De Beers with input from GNWT,
Environment Canada, and Ni Hadi Yati.

N/A

Entire Document

EC - CWS
GNWT
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Concordance of Joint Panel Decision Report Measures, Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan and Wildlife
Effects Monitoring Program (continued)

Legislation/Regulation
MVEIRB Panel Decision, July 19,
2013. Wildlife Commitments

Requirement

Corresponding
Section in
WWHPP

Corresponding
Section in WEMP

Responsible
Regulatory
Agency

DeBeers is committed to using a collaborative approach – with
communities and regulators –
in developing the Wildlife Effects Monitoring Plan (WEMP).

Section 1.5

Section 1.5

GNWT

De Beers commits to providing Environment Canada with a plan to
avoid the incidental take of nest and eggs from flooding of terrestrial
habitat.

N/A
Migratory bird nest
management plan
(pending)

N/A

EC - CWS

De Beers commits to including surveys of water bird use of collection
ponds and the water management pond (WMP) as part of the Wildlife
Surveillance Monitoring. De Beers commits to reporting the results of
this survey annually. De Beers commits to notifying Environment
Canada of any injuries or mortalities to migratory birds.

Section 5.3.3

N/A

EC - CWS

De Beers has committed to implementing an upland bird monitoring
program as outlined in the Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program.

N/A

Section 3.8

GNWT

De Beers agrees that if species at risk or their nests and eggs are
encountered during project activities or monitoring programs, the
primary mitigation measure for each species should be avoidance.
The species-specific nest setback distances recommended by
Environment Canada will be used to determine zones of avoidance.
Monitoring will be undertaken to ensure that mitigation measures are
successful and the results of monitoring will be provided to the
relevant agency and DeBeers will ensure that mitigation and
monitoring strategies are consistent with any applicable status
reports, recovery strategies, action plans and management plans that
may become available during the duration of the project and should
consult with GNWT and Environment Canada on adaptive
management strategies should they be required. In instances where
an at risk avian species nests within the established Project footprint
and the setback distances specified cannot be met, nest-specific
guidelines and procedures will be developed in consultation with
Environment Canada to protect the nest.

Section 3
Migratory bird nest
management plan
(pending)

Section 3.3

EC - GNWT
GNWT

Flight paths other than take-offs, landings and specific monitoring
studies will be above 650 m. Normal flight operations will discourage
excessive hovering or circling below these altitudes and pilots will be
informed of the mitigations.

Section 4.2

N/A

GNWT
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Concordance of Joint Panel Decision Report Measures, Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan and Wildlife
Effects Monitoring Program (continued)

Legislation/Regulation
MVEIRB Panel Decision, July 19,
2013. Wildlife Commitments

Draft Conditions Annexed to and
Forming Part of Land Use Permit
# MV2005C0032, prepared by the
Board Staff May 23, 2014

Requirement

Corresponding
Section in
WWHPP

Corresponding
Section in WEMP

Responsible
Regulatory
Agency

De Beers has committed to implementing an upland bird monitoring
program as outlined in the Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program.

N/A

Section 3.8

De Beers committed to monitoring of the zone of influence (ZOI) in
the WEMP submitted to the public registry on October 4, 2012

N/A

Section 3.4

GNWT

De Beers commits to additional discussions with the GNWT on (a)
caribou monitoring program collaboration; and (b) the regional wolf
monitoring program and wolf predation study as it relates to the
Bathurst herd.

N/A

Section 1.5
MOU (pending)

GNWT

De Beers will continue to work with GNWT, communities and
Aboriginal governments to address potential wildlife mortalities,
harvest and other issues that may arise on the Project winter access
road.

Section 5.3.1
Section 5.3.5

N/A

GNWT

De Beers commits to working with GNWT-ENR to develop an MOU
for collaborating on the development and operation of check stations
along the Project winter access road and the development of public
education programs and materials that emphasize respect for
caribou and hunter excellence.

Section 1.5

Section 1.5

GNWT

De Beers commits to discuss opportunities to coordinate the timing
for reporting monitoring and adaptive management results with the
GNWT and Aboriginal groups.

Section 7
MOU (pending)

Section 5
MOU (pending)

GNWT

De Beers is committed to incorporating the lessons learned at other
mines in the design and operation of the Project, which includes the
mitigation and management policies and practices at the Snap Lake
Mine.

Section 2.1

N/A

GNWT

Condition 46. The Permittee shall take all reasonable measures to
prevent damage to wildlife and fish habitat during this land-use
operation.

Section 4.1 and
4.2

N/A

MVLWB

Condition 47. Prior to the commencement of the land-use operation,
the Permittee shall submit a revised Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan
to the Board. The Permittee shall not commence this land-use
operation until this Plan has been approved by the Board. The
habitat protection measures outlined in the plan shall be for approval
by the Board.

Section 1.1

N/A

MVLWB
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Concordance of Joint Panel Decision Report Measures, Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan and Wildlife
Effects Monitoring Program (continued)

Legislation/Regulation
Draft Conditions Annexed to and
Forming Part of Land Use Permit
# MV2005C0032, prepared by the
Board Staff May 23, 2014

Requirement
Condition 48. The Permittee shall operate in accordance with the
approved habitat protection measures in the Wildlife Habitat
Protection Plan

Corresponding
Section in
WWHPP
Section 1.1

Corresponding
Section in WEMP
N/A

Responsible
Regulatory
Agency
MVLWB

WWHPP = Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan; WEMP = Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program; GNWT = Government of Northwest Territories; GNWT-ENR =
Government of Northwest Territories, Department of Environment and Natural Resources; EC-CWS = Environment Canada, Canadian Wildlife Service; MOU =
Memorandum of Understanding; MVEIRB = Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board, MVLWB = Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
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MINE OVERVIEW
De Beers will conduct open pit mining, milling and associated activities at the
Mine, located approximately 280 kilometres (km) northeast of Yellowknife, and
approximately 80 km southeast of the Snap Lake Mine (Figure 1-1; centered at
63°25’48” N, 109°12’00” W). The three phases of the life of mine include
construction (2 years), operations (11 years), and closure (12+ years). Activities
at the Mine will include:


construction and operation of the Mine winter access road;



extraction of mine rock and ore from three locations (5034 Pit, Hearne
Pit, and Tuzo Pit);



construction of berms and dykes for water management and
dewatering/drawdown of areas within Kennady Lake;



development, operation and closure of site facilities and infrastructure
(including the airstrip and pipelines);



development ore stock piles, Mine Rock Piles, Fine and Coarse
Processed Kimberlite Containment Facilities;



use of water for construction, processing, operations, and domestic
purposes;



deposition of kimberlite and mine rock into the Hearne and 5034 open
pits;



disposal of waste and treated effluent;



storage of fuel and explosives;



construction and operation of a winter road;



exploration activities;



use of equipment, vehicles and machines; and



site closure, including progressive reclamation.

Further details on Mine activities are provided in the Updated Project Description
(De Beers 2013a).
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CONTENT AND OBJECTIVES
The WWHPP outlines the policies, practices, designs and procedures aimed at
preventing or reducing Mine-related effects to wildlife and wildlife habitat, and
providing mine managers with information for making environmental
management decisions. The WWHPP also provides opportunities for regulators
and communities to participate in the development of protection and mitigation
relevant to wildlife at the Mine site.
This WWHPP draws together lessons learned from other mines and industrial
sites in the NWT including the De Beers Snap Lake Mine, Ekati and Diavik
mines, as well as traditional ecological knowledge. In doing so, it will meet the
requirements of the Species at Risk Act, the Species At Risk (NWT) Act, the
Mackenzie Valley Land Use Regulations, the NWT Wildlife Act and the Migratory
Bird Regulations, as well as Review Panel Measures and corporate
commitments. Additional references to operating procedures relevant to
mitigating effects to wildlife and wildlife habitat are also provided in this
document.
The overarching objectives of the WWHPP are to:


implement the Mine with the least effect on the wildlife and wildlife
habitat as possible;



evaluate the accuracy of key predictions made in the EIS regarding the
effects of the Mine directly on wildlife and wildlife habitat and adjust
environmental management practices accordingly; and



to develop best management practices that can be shared across the
NWT mining sector.
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ENGAGEMENT
De Beers is committed to involving communities and regulatory agencies in the
design and implementation of wildlife programs for the Mine. Engagement with
communities began during the very early stages of the Project and will continue
through construction, operations, and closure. Involving communities in wildlife
mitigation and monitoring allows community members to judge for themselves
how well De Beers is reducing effects to wildlife and to identify further mitigation.
They also assist De Beers in ensuring that the mitigation and monitoring activities
are acceptable to communities and will provide the type of information required to
understand and minimize Mine effects.
The development of this document included extensive consultations by De
Beers. Documented in Wildlife Monitoring Plan (the precursor to the WEMP and
the WWHPP, De Beers 2012b), De Beers engaged both technical experts and
community members in the development and review of the proposed wildlife
monitoring. The first Wildlife Monitoring Plan Working Group meeting was held
on 7 August 2012, to discuss caribou monitoring. This was followed by a second
meeting regarding carnivores and birds on 5 September 2012, and a third
meeting on 18 September 2012 where community representatives as well as
technical experts were invited to discuss all aspects of the proposed wildlife
monitoring, and means of integrating communities to the monitoring.
Recommendations for including local knowledge and traditional knowledge (TK)
in wildlife mitigation and monitoring during these meetings included:


incorporating input from communities to reflect their priorities in the
WWHPP;



providing opportunities for community members to participate in
monitoring;



involving community representatives in adaptive management;



providing opportunities for ongoing visits to the Mine by community
representatives;



providing annual updates to communities as the Mine progresses;



employing a senior level traditional knowledge position at De Beers;



providing a cabin at Kirk Lake for community-based monitoring and
traditional knowledge cultural events;



initiating a survey by community-based monitors if caribou are present
near the Mine winter access road while the winter road is active; and



using public education materials and signage on conservation and
hunting from the Mine winter access road.
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The De Beers Community Engagement Plan and Implementation Update (De
Beers 2013b) contains a detailed account of De Beers most recent community
engagement activities. A frequent interest among these communities is that
roads are constructed with consideration for caribou and other wildlife.
Communities also expressed their desire that the Mine site be returned to its
natural state following closure.

1.5.1

Ni Hadi Yati
De Beers has worked collaboratively with several aboriginal parties to develop a
forum for future involvement in the Mine. This forum, called Ni Hadi Yati, was
originally proposed by De Beers, Deninu Kue First Nations, Åutsel K’e Dene First
Nation, Yellowknives Dene First Nation and the Tłı̨ chǫ Government in December
2012 (De Beers 2013c). Since that time the NWT Metis Nation and the North
Slave Metis Association have joined the discussions and expressed interest in
becoming participating members. The purpose of Ni Hadi Yati is to provide a
meaningful way for Aboriginal Parties to participate in the ongoing development
and review of monitoring and management plans, review data generated from
those plans and to allow for TK to be incorporated. Ni Hadi Yati creates an
opportunity to build on collaborative relationships, increase efficiency in
regulatory processes and provide more opportunity for TK monitoring as well as
a mechanism to inform monitoring and management plans, including the data
generated from those plans. To date, there have been a number of Ni Hadi Yati
negotiation sessions resulting in a draft Agreement that is currently being ratified
by the six Aboriginal Parties and De Beers.
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POTENTIAL EFFECTS TO WILDLIFE AND
WILDLIFE HABITAT
The EIS predicted three main effects of the Mine on wildlife and wildlife habitat:


direct habitat loss;



indirect habitat loss; and



Mine-related mortality and injury.

Direct habitat loss refers to the physical disturbance and immediate loss of
wildlife habitat (e.g., upland and riparian vegetation, wetlands and water) within
the Mine’s physical footprint. Direct habitat disturbance occurs during Mine
construction, such as the creation of roads, mine rock piles, core mine facilities
and increased water levels in local lakes and streams. Direct habitat loss is
monitored in the WWHPP.
Indirect habitat loss results from changes in the movement and behaviour of
wildlife that occurs outside of the Mine footprint, and can affect the local
abundance and distribution of animals. Changes in movement and behaviour can
result from sensory disturbance around mining operations (i.e., a zone of
influence), which may be caused by dust deposition, noise, general human
activity, and animal memory of previous encounters with industrial developments.
Sensory disturbance can reduce habitat quality for wildlife where vegetation
remains intact. Monitoring dust and noise can contribute to overall knowledge of
the Mine’s zone of influence. These effects are monitored through the WEMP.
Occasionally, mining operations have contributed to the mortality or injury of
wildlife. This may be either accidental (such as vehicle collisions with wildlife), or
the deliberate removal (re-location or intentional destruction) of problem wildlife
to protect worker safety. Encounters between animals and people are inherently
dangerous for people and animals. Deterrent actions should always start with the
least intrusive method and then increase with intensity as needed. In the past, an
effective way to reduce wildlife mortality has been to establish and enforce low
speed limits on mine roads. Reducing the availability of food and shelter for
wildlife, thus limiting the attraction and presence of animals within the Mine site,
is also highly effective at preventing mortality or harm to wildlife. Incidents and
mortalities are monitored in the WWHPP.
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MINES AND WILDLIFE
The Mine will be the fifth diamond mine to be constructed in the Northwest
Territories and Nunavut. There are currently three diamond mines in operation in
NWT (Ekati, Diavik and Snap Lake) and one that is now dormant in Nunavut
(Jericho). Various mitigation designs have been implemented, monitored and
evaluated at these mines aimed at reducing real and potential mine effects. This
WWHPP draws on the lessons learned at these mines and aims to improve
further on what these mines have been able to accomplish. Documents reviewed
in the preparation of the WWHPP included:


the Snap Lake Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program Update (De Beers
2013c);



the Snap Lake Wildlife Management Plan (De Beers 2008);



the Jericho Diamond Project Wildlife Mitigation and Monitoring Plan
(Tahera 2005);



the Diavik Diamond Mine Wildlife Monitoring Report (DDMI 2013);



the Ekati Diamond Mine Wildlife Effects Monitoring Report (BHPB
2010);



the Snap Lake Mine Wildlife Effects Monitoring Report (De Beers
2013d); and



Reports from two diamond mine wildlife monitoring workshops (Marshall
2009; Handley 2010).

Some of the improvements documented in these reports include improved landfill
practices, use of fencing, construction of skirting around buildings, employee
education, and monitoring site nesting activity by raptors. A summary is provided
below.
Carnivores and scavengers (particularly fox and ravens) may become attracted
or habituated to mine sites if they are fed by staff or have access to food waste
(CWS 2007). This has been an on-going concern at the mines. A major
improvement in mitigation occurred with a re-design of the Ekati landfill in 2002.
Prior to the changes, the landfill was a stand-alone facility, covered occasionally
with waste rock. In 2002, Ekati incorporated the landfill directly into the waste
rock pile. This led to much more frequent covering of garbage. Following this,
and improvements to employee education, the percent of landfill inspections
where attractants were observed dropped from over 90% to 65% between 2001
and 2003 (BHPB 2004). This also led to a reduction in the number of scavengers
present at the landfill. For example, observations of ravens dropped from
13 occurrences in 2001 to one occurrence in 2003 (BHPB 2002, 2003). There
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are indications that improved and continual employee education has resulted in a
decrease in the presence of scavengers and food waste items at landfills (BHPB
2010; DDMI 2010). The use of skirting on buildings has also successfully
prevented wildlife from accessing the area underneath buildings as shelter or
dens (BHPB 2008). Skirting is most effective if wire mesh, sheet metal sheathing
or another chew-resistant material is used and frequent monitoring of the skirting
integrity is necessary.
Electric fencing, flagging, and inuksuks have all been used in an attempt to deter
caribou from airstrips and roads at mine facilities, with varying success. At the
Ekati Diamond Mine, six caribou have been entangled in the electric fence
surrounding the airstrip from 2001 through 2009 and four of these animals died
(BHPB 2003, 2005, 2010). At the Diavik Diamond Mine, a caribou became
entangled in an electric fence, and was then killed by a grizzly bear (DDMI 2006).
Since these fences resulted in caribou mortalities it is not recommended that
fences be used for the Mine. Instead, caribou will be deterred from airstrips by
driving a truck down the strip, getting out of the vehicle, and making noise by
yelling and, if required, using bear bangers. This will only be done when there is
an imminent flight scheduled to land on airstrip.
Only a small number of vehicle-wildlife collisions have occurred over the past 15
years along the approximately 350 km section of the Tibbitt-to-Contwoyto Winter
Road from Tibbitt Lake to Lac de Gras (EBA 2001; Tahera 2006; BHPB 2010;
DDMI 2010; De Beers 2010b). From 1996 to 2009, there have been three
reported road-related wildlife mortalities along the Tibbitt-to-Contwoyto Winter
Road. In 1996, a wolverine was killed by a pick-up truck (Banci, pers. comm. in
EBA 2001), five caribou were killed by a grocery (meat) truck on a portage near
Gordon Lake in 1999 (EBA 2001), and a red fox was killed in 2009 (Madsen
2010, pers. comm.) These collisions were often linked to poor visibility due to fog
or blowing snow, and the number of occurrences has been few considering the
volume of traffic at the mines and winter roads. Providing wildlife with the right-ofway, speed limits and regular communication between drivers about the
presence of wildlife have been effective at limiting wildlife injuries or mortalities
caused by vehicle collisions. In 2014, two caribou died after running at a parked
vehicle on the Mine winter access road. Wildlife mortalities have been more
common on mine roads, which are in operation throughout the year. For
example, there were 26 wildlife mortalities associated with vehicles at Ekati in
2013, including Arctic hare, ptarmigan, Arctic ground squirrel and greater whitefronted geese. This is up from 14 vehicle-related mortalities at Ekati in 2012, and
the highest number of collisions yet recorded in a single year at Ekati. Vehiclerelated mortalities of VC species at Ekati are limited to a wolf in 2002, a roughlegged hawk in 2005, and a short-eared owl in 2013 (BHPB 2014). Mitigation to
limit vehicle-related mortalities includes speed limits, giving all wildlife the right-
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of-way, removal of attractants (including carcasses) from the roadside,
communication between drivers, signage, and ongoing driver education.
Monitoring has been introduced to detect possible nesting by raptors and ravens
at the mines. At Ekati in 2002 there were two instances of rough-legged hawks
nesting or attempting to nest within open pits and a peregrine falcon nested on
the stairs of a fuel tank (BHPB 2002). Following these instances, monitoring was
implemented each spring to detect nesting behaviour before egg-laying occurred.
BHPB (2010) describes the Pit Wall Monitoring program at Ekati, while Wildlife
Surveillance Monitoring is proposed for the Mine. Mitigation is case-by-case in
consultation with GNWT, but may include removing the nest or isolating the area
from disturbance, depending on the level of risk to the birds (BHPB 2003).
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SPECIES OF CONCERN
The intent of the Species at Risk Act, and the Species at Risk (NWT) Act is to
protect species at risk from becoming extirpated or extinct as a result of human
activity. While the former was enacted by the Government of Canada, the latter
was enacted by the GNWT and applies only to wild animals and plants managed
by the GNWT (ENR 2010). For the purposes of this WWHPP, species may be
considered to be of concern as a result of either their national, territorial or
Committee on Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) status. As
the Species At Risk (NWT) Act is implemented, the NWT Species at Risk
Committee will make further assessments, and the Conference of Management
Authorities will prepare the List of Species At Risk, providing legal protection for
these species (NWT SAR 2014), and possibly leading to changes in the species
at risk considered for the Mine.
There are six wildlife species of concern with breeding or wintering ranges that
overlap with the Mine. The six species are grizzly bear, wolverine, horned grebe,
peregrine falcon, rusty blackbird and short-eared owl and monitoring is proposed
for each (Table 3-1). In the WWHPP, monitoring for species of concern is
primarily focused on detection so that site-specific protection can be
implemented.
Barren-ground grizzly bears are listed as a species of special concern by
COSEWIC. They are at risk of population decline because they have low
production rates and live in areas of low forage productivity and extreme
environmental conditions. However, factors other than adaptation to natural
conditions appear to govern the life history of central arctic populations, such as
harvest biased towards male bears (McLoughlin 2000), and limited ability for
range expansion because of increased human development (McLoughlin et al.
1999). As a result, population size and distribution may be affected by both
natural and human factors. As described in the WEMP, De Beers is contributing
to regional monitoring of grizzly bears through a joint hair-snagging program with
other mining operators.
The wolverine is the largest member of the weasel family and has a circumpolar
distribution in the tundra, taiga, plains and boreal forests of North America (Weir
2004). The animals are an important cultural and economic resource for people
of the NWT, and are harvested primarily for their fur and sometimes killed as an
emergency food source. Wolverines are annual residents in the regional study
area surrounding the Mine. It was predicted in the EIS that the cumulative
impacts from the Mine and other developments should not significantly influence
the abundance and distribution of wolverine populations. As described in the
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WEMP, De Beers is contributing to regional monitoring of wolverine through a
joint hair-snagging program with other mining operators.
The horned grebe is a small water bird that inhabits both natural and manmade
ponds, marshes and wetlands (NWT SAR 2014). The breeding season (from
May through mid-August) represents the most vulnerable or sensitive period for
this species. Though reputed to be the least wary grebe species with respect to
human interactions, the horned grebe has been observed taking flight when
approached by humans on foot or in boats (Stedman 2000). Water birds are
predicted to lose direct habitat as a result of the Mine and birds that choose to
nest in mine-altered water may also be harmed. The horned grebe is considered
a species of concern because of ‘special concern’ designation by COSEWIC.
Raptors, including the peregrine falcon and short-eared owl, hunt in a variety of
habitat types in relation to areas frequented by their prey. Although there are
other raptor species present in the area (such as the gyrfalcon, rough-legged
hawk and snowy owl), the peregrine falcon and short-eared owl are considered
specifically because they are both considered species of ‘special concern’ by
COSEWIC (Table 3-1). Both the peregrine falcon and the short-eared owl have
been recorded nesting in the regional study area. The peregrine falcon has
adapted to many North American habitats and breeds throughout the continent.
Peregrines are tolerant of human disturbance and have nested near human
development including mine sites (BHPB 2010; DDMI 2010; Coulton et al. 2013).
This can be problematic if the nest is in an area of the mine that could cause
harm to the peregrine falcon or may cause delays to the mine operations. Shorteared owls typically nest in marsh habitat or open tundra (Wiggins et al. 2006).
With respect to disturbance, short-eared owls are sensitive to habitat loss and
fragmentation. This owl is a ground nester requiring large breeding territories.
Fragmentation of these landscapes increase nest predator efficiency resulting in
decreased nest success (Wiggins et al. 2006).
The rusty blackbird is the only upland breeding bird of concern observed in the
regional study area, and is listed as ‘special concern’ by COSEWIC. Although
observations have been limited, the spring migration of upland breeding birds to
the NWT begins in early May and peaks around mid-to-late May, with the
breeding season continuing from May to July. During the breeding period, natural
and human-induced (e.g., mining activities) disturbances can be associated with
changes in density and species richness. Another potential risk to this species
includes nesting on Mine infrastructure in hazardous areas.
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Species of Concern in Relation to the Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program and Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat
Protection Plan
Species at
Risk (NWT)
Act

COSEWIC
Assessment

Federal
Species at Risk
Act

Potential Mine Impacts

WWHPP

WEMP

Grizzly Bear
(western
population)

no status

special concern

under
consideration

 may be attracted to developments if food is
available
 sensitive to disturbance particularly when
accompanied by young or during denning
 long generation time means one individual
may be affected by disturbance seasonally
over multiple years, resulting in potential
regional population effects

habitat loss; and
surveillance monitoring

hair-snag surveys

Wolverine
(western
population)

no status

special concern

no status

 may be attracted to developments if food
or shelter are available

habitat loss; and
surveillance monitoring

hair-snag surveys

Horned Grebe
(western
population)

no status

special concern

under
consideration

 water birds that use mine-altered waters
may be harmed
 loss of shoreline habitat for breeding
 staging habitat in Kennady Lake may be
affected

habitat loss; and
surveillance monitoring

PRISM

Peregrine Falcon
(anatum-tundrius
complex)

no status

special concern

Schedule 1

 peregrines have been known to nest on
mine infrastructure and in open pits, where
they may be at risk of harm or may cause
delays to operations

habitat loss; and
surveillance monitoring

monitoring nest
occupancy and
productivity in the
regional study area

Rusty Blackbird

no status

special concern

special concern

 may nest on Mine infrastructure
 experiencing population declines as a
result of changing environmental
conditions on breeding and overwintering
habitats

habitat loss; and
surveillance monitoring

PRISM

Short-eared Owl

no status

special concern

Schedule 1

 may be affected by habitat loss
 sensitive to noise and disturbance and
human activity during nesting

habitat loss; and
surveillance monitoring

PRISM

Source: NWT SAR (2014).
COSEWIC = Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada; NWT = Northwest Territories; WWHPP = Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Plan; WEMP = Wildlife Effects
Monitoring Program; PRISM = Program for Regional and International Shorebird Monitoring.
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MITIGATION
The Mine environmental design features and management policies, practices
and procedures that De Beers plans to implement to reduce effects to wildlife
abundance and distribution are collectively referred to here as mitigation. In
keeping with the EIS, this document divides wildlife and wildlife habitat concerns
into four categories, and proposes mitigation specific to each:

4.1



direct habitat loss;



indirect habitat loss;



wildlife protection; and



caribou protection.

DIRECT HABITAT LOSS
De Beers objective is to ensure that Mine-related habitat loss remains within the
footprint authorized by the Land Use Permit (MV2005C0032). Management and
mitigation measures to achieve this objective include the following:

4.2



confirm the mine footprint is kept within the area authorized by the Land
Use Permit;



promote natural re-vegetation and practice progressive reclamation as
the mine develops;



backfill the mined-out pits with processed kimberlite and mine rock to
decrease the on-land Mine footprint; and



maintain downstream flows within baseline levels.

INDIRECT HABITAT LOSS
De Beers objective concerning indirect habitat loss is to reduce those losses to
less than what was predicted in the EIS. Management and mitigation measures
to achieve this objective include the following:


cover and contour pipelines so they will not be a barrier to wildlife
movement;



use dust suppression strategies (following GNWT Guidelines for Dust
Suppression, ENR 2013), such as regular road watering during open
conditions;
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enforce speed limits to assist in reducing the production of dust;



enclose processes that create dust (such as rock crushing), where
feasible;



maintain a minimum flying altitude of 650 m above ground level (except
during takeoff and landing) for cargo and passenger aircraft outside of
the Mine site (see ENR Flying Low brochure, Appendix B);



limit as many equipment noise sources as possible by locating them
inside buildings;



use downward directional low impact lighting to reduce light pollution;



construct low profile roads that do not act as a barriers to movement for
wildlife;



maintain snow berms along the winter access roads at heights that do
not hinder wildlife movement;



conduct area searches for large mammals prior to blasting;



prohibit recreational vehicle use by personnel; and



provide environmental sensitivity training for personnel.

WILDLIFE PROTECTION
De Beers objective is to prevent Mine-related wildlife mortalities and incidents.
This includes vehicle-wildlife collisions, incidents resulting from habituation, harm
to wildlife during human-wildlife encounters, and damage or harm to active bird
nests. Management and mitigation measures to achieve this objective include the
following:


prohibit hunting, trapping, harvesting and fishing by employees and
contractors;



all wildlife will have the right-of-way on roads;



establish and enforce speed limits on roads;



warn drivers with signage and radio when wildlife are moving through an
area;



Staff and contractors to report all relevant observations of wildlife
(particularly caribou, fox, wolverine, and bear) to on-site environment
staff;



land clearing for all facilities is to be completed outside of the breeding
season for migratory birds (15 May to 15 September). If clearing during
the breeding season is required, pre-clearing nest sweeps will be
conducted;
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prevent or discourage upland breeding birds and raptors from nesting
on mine infrastructure and man-made structures;



skirt buildings to limit opportunities for animals to find suitable shelter;
accommodations buildings, waste management buildings, and heated
buildings will have the highest priority for skirting;



isolate and remove any physical or chemical hazards to wildlife (i.e.,
spill management);



report any raptor nesting activity observed on Mine infrastructure or
within 1.5 km of the Mine to ENR;



contact ENR to receive additional direction regarding new wildlife
incident issues as they arise; and



contact ENR for approval to destroy problem wildlife (this will only be
done as a last resort).

Management of Toxic Substances
The following are mitigation policies and procedures to decrease the risks to
wildlife from ingestion of toxic substances or encounters with toxic spills during all
phases of activity on the Mine site:

4.3.2



follow the procedures outlined in the Waste Management Plan;



adhere to and regularly update the Emergency Response and Spill
Contingency Plan;



designate and train a spill response team consisting of on-site
personnel;



provide spill containment supplies at fuel transfer and storage areas;



immediately isolate, clean and report any spills;



keep spill response equipment readily available and maintained;



maintain vehicles and equipment; and



store fuel in double-walled containers or single-walled containers in
lined containment areas.

Management of Attractants
The Waste Management Plan (De Beers 2014b), Incinerator Management Plan,
and Landfarm Management Plan (De Beers 2013e,f) for the Mine will closely
follow the procedures and practices presently in place at the other mines in the
region, and will incorporate the lessons learned from those mines. The following
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policies and practices will be included in these management plans to reduce the
numbers of scavenging wildlife (such as carnivores and birds) attracted to the
Mine, and limit human-wildlife interactions:

4.3.3



education and enforcement of proper waste management practices to
all workers and visitors to the site;



implement waste management awareness programs;



monitor waste and identify and manage sources of misdirected waste;



provide training to on-site personnel about wildlife awareness and safety
including the dangers of improper food waste disposal and feeding
wildlife;



provide designated indoor areas for lunch and coffee breaks for staff
working outdoors;



separate food waste and non-food waste through the use of designated
garbage cans;



incinerate food waste and other attractants regularly to reduce holding
time and odours;



store food waste, fuel waste and other potential animal attractants inside
buildings prior to incineration or transportation off-site for disposal;



burn food waste and non-toxic combustible waste in oil-fired
incinerators, according to the Waste Incineration Guidelines
(Environment Canada 2010);



ship hazardous material off site for recycling or disposal at an
appropriate facility;



inspect the landfill and cover it progressively;



collect, sort, and place waste products that cannot be incinerated or
deposited in the landfill in designated areas within the waste
management and storage area until they can be shipped off-site;



establish a fenced area for the handling and temporary storage of
wastes. Fencing will be 2 m high, slatted-type, and partially buried to
prevent animals from burrowing underneath; and



continue monitoring and review of the efficiency of the waste
management program and improvement through adaptive management.

Deterring Wildlife
The goal of wildlife deterrent action is to respond to situations using humane
methods that keep both humans and wildlife safe. Wildlife will only be deterred
when there is a risk to either humans or wildlife, as judged by the environment
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staff. All deterrent actions start with the least intrusive method, and then increase
in intensity as needed. Each deterrent action will stop as soon as the animal
moves away from the potentially hazardous site and no longer poses a threat to
humans. Deterrents may be used to remove wildlife from the airstrip and
potentially hazardous sites and activities.
All deterrent actions will be
documented and reported to ENR.
Wildlife deterrent actions will be performed by designated individuals (such as
the environment staff or security staff). Training for these individuals will include:


basic wildlife ecology and behaviour;



prevention of wildlife-human encounters;



contingencies for wildlife-human encounters;



proper use of deterrents (such as bear bangers and firearms); and



documentation and reporting procedures when deterrent actions are
undertaken.

For deterrent actions to be successful there must be:


knowledgeable, trained personnel who will select deterrent actions
based on each situation;



consistent application of deterrents;



evaluation of the success of each deterrent action;



documentation and reporting of deterrent actions to inform other staff,
communities and regulatory agencies;



effective implementation of the Waste Management Plan (De Beers
2014b), Incinerator Management Plan, and Landfarm Management Plan
(De Beers 2013e,f), particularly as it relates to the disposal of food
waste; and



absence of food, shelter or other rewards for wildlife within the Mine site.

Procedures and follow-up for grizzly bear and black bear encounters in camp will
follow the Bear Encounter Response Guidelines, provided by Environment and
Natural Resources (Appendix B).
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CARIBOU PROTECTION
Caribou occur seasonally in the area of the Mine and are an important
component of the culture and economy of the NWT. Baseline studies indicate
that the Bathurst herd has a greater likelihood of interacting with the Mine relative
to the Beverly/Ahiak herd, and that caribou may be present in the area during
winter. The most common seasons for caribou to encounter the Mine are during
the post-calving migration and rut, approximately from August through
November. De Beers is committed to the protection of caribou and will work
towards facilitating their movement around the Mine site. In addition to the
mitigation previously identified for wildlife (Section 4.3), the following policies,
practices, and procedures will be implemented to provide additional protection for
caribou:


all sightings of caribou will be reported to environment staff;



all incidents involving interactions, use of deterrents or potential injury of
caribou will be documented and evaluated;



all interactions involving injury to caribou will be reported to ENR;



site roads may include caribou crossing features at key locations as
identified by community members;



if caribou are crossing Mine roads, traffic will stop and wait for them to
cross (i.e., caribou have the right-of-way);



caribou will only be moved away from roads or the airstrip under specific
circumstances, such as when there are incoming flights or if there is an
emergency; and



caribou will be deterred from the airstrip by driving a truck down the
strip, getting out of the vehicle, and making noise by yelling and, if
required, firing bear bangers (this will only be done when there is an
imminent flight scheduled to land at the airstrip).
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MONITORING
The primary Mine effects wildlife and wildlife habitat, as predicted in the EIS, are
related to changes in habitat quantity and quality. Concerns also remain
regarding the potential for wildlife injury and increased mortality. Mitigation will be
implemented to limit all of these potential effects (Section 4). The monitoring
component of the WWHPP is designed to measure the implementation of
mitigation strategies, to determine the effectiveness of those strategies, and to
use that information to improve upon them when required.

5.1

DIRECT HABITAT LOSS

5.1.1

Mine Development Area
The Mine development area, or footprint, was predicted to be 1,153 ha (Land
Use Permit Application MV2005C0032). This includes areas of disturbance due
to the mine footprint and areas that will be flooded through water diversion
(including lakes D2, D3, E1 and N14).
Wildlife habitat loss from this disturbance will be mitigated through progressive
reclamation, as per the Conceptual Closure and Reclamation Plan (De Beers
2013l). However, monitoring of the Mine footprint is required to confirm that the
prediction has not been exceeded, and to provide ample warning before such an
exceedance occurs.
De Beers is developing a Nest Management Plan outlining measures to mitigate
effects to migratory bird nests on the margins of lakes D2, D3, E1 and N14
during flooding (De Beers 2012c, 2013a,g), to be submitted to Environment
Canada.

5.1.1.1

Methods
The Mine footprint will be delineated through aerial photographs (satellite
imagery) and Geographical Information System (GIS) software, and/or through
alternate means such as ground-based surveys. The estimated Mine footprint will
be overlaid on the existing land cover maps to estimate the area of each land
cover class disturbed, providing a measure of direct habitat loss for wildlife.
Tables and figures that illustrate the actual and predicted habitat loss will be
included.
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Water levels downstream of the Mine will be elevated during the de-watering of
Kennady Lake, but are not anticipated to exceed the high-water mark. The
Aquatic Effects Monitoring Program (AEMP) Design Plan includes monitoring of
levels in downstream receiving waters to confirm that flooding is confined to
lakes D2, D3, E1 and N14 (De Beers 2013g).

5.1.1.2

Frequency and Duration
Mine footprint updates will be provided at the end of construction and in the
comprehensive report every five years.

5.1.1.3

Supporting Documentation


Land Use Permit Application MV2005C0032.



Water Use Permit Application MV2005L2-0015.



Aquatic Effects Monitoring Program Design Plan (De Beers 2013g).



Erosion and Sediment Management Plan (De Beers 2013h).

5.2

INDIRECT HABITAT LOSS

5.2.1

Noise
Noise is believed to cause sensory disturbance to some wildlife species, and
may cause them to avoid or reduce time spent in an otherwise suitable habitat.
Although noise was not predicted to be a primary driver of indirect habitat loss for
any of the wildlife valued components, it is still a form of potential disturbance
that should be reduced. Activities at the Mine that will generate noise include
aircraft, vehicles, generators and blasting.
Baseline noise levels were established by monitoring ambient noise at the Mine
site as part of the EIS. A continuous, 24 hour assessment of baseline noise was
completed at selected sites in June 2010. The noise assessment identified sound
emissions associated with the Mine activities and the potential effects on people
and wildlife. Information on existing noise levels in the area as well as the
changes expected to result from the Mine on a cumulative effects basis can be
found in the EIS Annex C (De Beers 2010a).
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Methods
Time-weighted noise average will be measured using daytime and nighttime
energy equivalent sound levels over a 24 hour sampling period as per EUB
Directive 038 (EUB 2007), both within the Mine area and at a designated location
1.5 km from the Mine.

5.2.1.2

Frequency and Duration
Noise from the Mine was modelled for operation years one, five and eight (De
Beers 2010a). It is anticipated that noise will be monitored during these years.
This schedule may be adjusted to align with other regional monitoring efforts or
to accommodate changes in mining activities.

5.2.1.3

5.2.2

Supporting Documentation


EIS Section 7, Appendix 7.II Noise Assessment (De Beers 2010a); and



EIS Annex C Noise Baseline (De Beers 2010a).

Dust
The Mine will create dust through various sources including blasting and crushing
rock, road construction and traffic. Through engagement with communities and
government, concerns have been expressed about the effects of this dust on the
environment and wildlife health, particularly caribou.
De Beers is committed to minimizing the amount of dust through mitigation
strategies listed in Section 4. However, dust cannot be completely controlled and
is predicted to settle in the area near the Mine. Monitoring is proposed to
measure the extent of dust emissions.

5.2.2.1

Methods
A monitoring program will be implemented to evaluate the in influence of dust on
soils and vegetation as it relates to the Mine, as part of the Vegetation and Soils
Monitoring Program (De Beers 2013i). Dustfall collectors will be set up on tripods
at nine set distances from the Mine (0 m, 50 m, 150 m, 1 km, 5 km, 10 km,
15 km, and 20 km). Vegetation and soils will be monitored at the location of
dustfall stations to assess potential habitat alterations associated with dust. Dust
composition will also be analyzed for chemical composition and characteristics.
Modelling and monitoring of total suspended particulates (TSP) will be covered in
the Vegetation and Soils Monitoring Program (De Beers 2013i).
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Frequency and Duration
Application of water or commercial dust suppression products to roads to reduce
dust is the primary mechanism for limiting the dust footprint. Water will be applied
when drivers report that the road is dusty. Instances of road watering will be
recorded to determine frequency. These data will be later used as a covariate to
potentially explain dust footprint. Dust control will consider ENR guidelines (ENR
2013).
As described in the Vegetation and Soils Monitoring Program, dustfall collectors
will be measured every 30 days throughout the growing season (May to
September). Dust will be measured at all nine sampling distances during the
years when vegetation will be sampled (every three years), but only at six
distances from the Mine site in years between vegetation sampling. Dust
collected in years between sampling will provide an estimate of cumulative
dustfall over time. The dust footprint will be reviewed annually and the dust
suppression mitigation will be adjusted in response.

5.2.2.3

Supporting Documentation


Vegetation and Soils Monitoring Program (De Beers 2013i); and



Air Quality and Emissions Monitoring and Management Plan (De Beers
2013j).

5.3

WILDLIFE AND CARIBOU PROTECTION

5.3.1

Winter Road Reconnaissance Survey
The 120 km winter access road connects the Mine to the Tibbitt-to-Contwoyto
Winter Road at MacKay Lake (Figure 5-1). It is operational each year for two
months, February and March. The winter access road has the potential to
increase recreational use (i.e. hunting) of the area and may also lead to changes
to caribou movement and behaviour. The monitoring programs for the road are
focused on measuring these potential effects.
An aerial reconnaissance survey is proposed to determine if caribou are present
near the Winter Access Road. The information collected during this survey will be
used to inform haul truck drivers of the presence and location of any caribou
groups near the road, and will be used as a trigger for Caribou Behaviour
Monitoring (Section 5.3.3).
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Methods
The reconnaissance survey will include a fixed-wing flight along the entire length
of the winter road from the Mine to MacKay Lake. The flight will be undertaken by
small fixed-wing aircraft, or by helicopter at an altitude of approximately 120 m
above ground level, and airspeed of approximately 100 km/h. The number and
location of all caribou and caribou sign will be recorded and reported to De Beers
environment staff immediately following the survey.

5.3.1.2

Frequency and Duration
The reconnaissance survey will be conducted every year prior to the
commissioning of the winter road and is expected to be completed wihtin 1 day of
flying.

5.3.1.3

Supporting Documentation
None

5.3.2

Winter Access Monitoring
Concerns have been raised regarding a potential increase in wildlife mortality
resulting from the increased access provided by the Winter Road. De Beers will
monitor both wildlife occurrence and public use of the road. Security personnel
will be contracted to patrol the length of the road every day during the haul
season so long as weather permits. The security patrols will frequently be
accompanied by an aboriginal environmental monitor. De Beers does not intend
to restrict the recreational use of the winter access road, and disclosure of
information by recreational users is purely optional and voluntary. However, the
information will be shared with ENR who do have the mandate to regulate access
and harvesting of wildlife in the region.

5.3.2.1

Methods
All wildlife and wildlife sign observed along the road will be recorded using the
Winter Access Road Wildlife Sightings Form (Appendix A). When an animal is
detected, the observer will estimate the distance from the road to the animal and
the location of the observation will be recorded. The species and estimated age
of the animal (adult or juvenile) will also be recorded. Records will be kept for
each survey of the road, including observers, date, patrol start time and end time.
Observations of public use of the road is documented on a Winter Access Road
User Survey (Appendix A), provided to ENR weekly. Security staff will note the
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type of vehicles present on the road and types of activity of the users. Where
possible the following types of information will be recorded regarding recreational
use of the road:


location;



number and type of vehicles;



number and type of accessory vehicles;



number of people in party;



purpose of trip; and



species they are hunting.

Disclosure of information by recreational users is purely optional and voluntary.
Security staff will also note the location of any wildlife carcasses seen, the
species (if possible), day, time and any other related information such as whether
or not scavengers are present. Photographs and a GPS location at the site will
be taken if possible. In the event of a safety concern (i.e., large numbers of
hunters or caribou), ENR will be contacted immediately.
All safety concerns, including wildlife occurrences will be communicated to haul
truck drivers and Environment staff immediately. If 20 or more groups of caribou
are detected along the road, Caribou Behaviour Monitoring (Section 5.3.3) will be
triggered.

5.3.2.2

Frequency and Duration
Security staff will undertake surveys of the road every day when weather permits
for the duration of active hauling. Security staff will report their observations to De
Beers’ environment staff and describe all areas of elevated risk to caribou or
drivers.

5.3.2.3

Supporting Documentation


Winter Road User Survey (Appendix A).



Winter Access Road Wildlife Sightings Form (Appendix A).



Caribou on Road Standard Operating Procedure (Appendix A).
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Caribou Behaviour Monitoring
The winter access road is located within the range of the Bathurst caribou herd.
Caribou in proximity to the winter access road is a cause for concern for both the
safety of the animals and the drivers. It is also an opportunity to better
understand the interactions between the caribou and winter roads in the NWT
through behavioural monitoring.
In 2014, a pilot study to monitor caribou behaviour was initiated along the road
where caribou were present. The objective of the pilot behavioural monitoring
program was to describe caribou behaviour in relation to the road and traffic on
the road. An evaluation of the data obtained from the pilot study will guide the
future refinement of this monitoring. Engagement with Aboriginal Parties and
ENR will be key to determining appropriate methods and objectives of future
behavioural monitoring.

5.3.3.1

Methods
Behavioural monitoring methods will be consistent with those implemented at
Diavik and Ekati mines. The monitoring will be conducted by a crew of two
observers stationed along the winter road in a truck. Both focal surveys of
individuals and scan surveys of caribou groups will be undertaken. Focal surveys
provide information on activity budgets (i.e., the proportion of time an animal is
engaged in different behaviours), the temporal sequence of behaviours relative to
stressors or other stimuli, and the length of time it takes the animal to return to a
non-stressed state following a stressor event, while scan samples of a group of
animals are more useful for quantifying the frequencies of dominant behaviours
in a group over a period of time (BHPB 2014).
For focal surveys, an individual is selected from a group for observation.
Behaviour and time of behaviour changes are recorded. Focal surveys will be
undertaken on both cows and bulls, for a minimum of 20 minutes, and may be
undertaken simultaneously for several individuals in a group. For scan surveys,
observers will make instantaneous behaviour observations of caribou groups at 8
minute intervals for at least 40 minutes (a minimum of four observations per
group).
For both scan and focal surveys, the response of caribou to stressors such as
vehicle or aircraft traffic will also be recorded. Behavioural observations will be
repeated at multiple locations along the road where caribou are present. In
addition to behaviour, observers will record the number, gender and age
composition, and location of each group.
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Observers will make note of the location, composition and herd size of any
caribou or caribou tracks observed. They will also advise as to any additional
factors that seem to stress caribou or alter their behaviour negatively (e.g., speed
of vehicles).

5.3.3.2

Frequency and Duration
Caribou behavioural monitoring will be triggered by the detection of 20 or more
groups of caribou along the length of the winter road during either the
Reconnaissance Survey (Section 5.3.1) or the Winter Access Monitoring
program (Section 5.3.2).
If the caribou behavioural monitoring is initiated,
observations of caribou behaviour will continue for the duration of the hauling
season, or until caribou are no longer present with sufficient numbers to warrant
further study.

5.3.3.3

5.3.4

Supporting Documentation


Winter Access Road Wildlife Sightings Form (Appendix A).



Caribou Activity Budgets and Response to Winter Access Road
Monitoring Form (Appendix A).

Wildlife Sightings Log
Wildlife sighting logs provide a simple means for staff working at the Mine to
record and report wildlife observations to the Environment Department. While the
information is not collected systematically and contains repeated observations, it
provides an indication to Environment staff of the potential for wildlife incidents or
problem wildlife. It also improves staff involvement with the Environment
programs and fosters awareness of wildlife related issues.

5.3.4.1

Methods
The wildlife sighting logs will be maintained at various areas around the Mine site
for staff to record observations of wildlife both on the patrols of the winter access
road and at other areas around the Mine site. All staff will be encouraged to add
observations to the log. This may include observations of commonly observed
species, unusual species, potential problem wildlife, and observations of caribou.
Observations of species that pose a risk to human safety, or alternatively
observations that pose a risk to wildlife will be reported to Environment staff
immediately. A summary of wildlife sightings will be provided in the annual
Wildlife Monitoring Report.
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Frequency and Duration
Wildlife sighting logs will be maintained at the Mine throughout construction,
operation and closure, and throughout the year. Environment staff will review the
logs weekly. Environment staff will respond to wildlife sightings or trends of
concern when they occur.

5.3.4.3

5.3.5

Supporting Documentation


Wildlife Sighting Technical Procedures (Appendix A).



Wildlife Sightings Form (Appendix A).



Winter Road Wildlife Sighting Form (Appendix A).



Bear Encounter Response Guidelines (Appendix B).

Site Surveillance Monitoring
Wildlife is expected to be present near the Mine throughout construction,
operation and closure. Site surveillance monitoring is intended to provide timely
and continual information of wildlife activity at the mine, and will provide direct
feedback to mine operations regarding the effectiveness of waste management
and wildlife mitigation practices. Examples of wildlife activities that will be
documented through the surveillance monitoring include presence of wildlife in
areas where food may be available, use of buildings for shelter or nesting, and
use of water management ponds by waterfowl.
Through systematically recording the presence of all wildlife within and around
the Mine footprint, environment staff will remain appraised of current and
emerging issues, and will be able to manage issues as they arise. To use a
common example, surveillance monitoring may detect that wildlife has gained
access and is taking shelter beneath a building. The common mitigation is to
block the access through improved skirting, and follow-up surveillance monitoring
will confirm whether the mitigation was successful, or if further action is required.

5.3.5.1

Methods
Environment staff will undertake systematic tours of the Mine site and record all
wildlife observations or recent wildlife sign (e.g., tracks, scat). The survey will be
completed on foot and by truck, and staff will record the area surveyed, and the
nature and location of all observations. The surveillance monitoring survey will
include areas of the mine where there is risk of wildlife attractants (such as waste
management areas), risk of wildlife using the mine for shelter, denning or
nesting, or where there are people working outdoors. Areas with high nesting
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potential, and water management ponds that may be attractive to water birds will
be included in wildlife site surveys seasonally.
The wildlife site surveillance monitoring will include an inspection of all building
skirting for disrepair and signs of wildlife access. The monitoring will also include
checks for nesting activity in the open pits, and water birds in the collection
ponds and waste management ponds both before and during the nesting period
(May 15 to September 15).

5.3.5.2

Frequency and Duration
Surveillance monitoring will occur systematically at least once per week, or more
as necessary. Monitoring will be continuous throughout all phases of the Mine.

5.3.5.3

Supporting Documentation


5.3.6

Wildlife Surveillance Monitoring Technical Procedure (Appendix A).

Waste Stream Management
Carnivores and scavengers have a keen sense of smell and can be attracted
from long distances if food items are present. Mining projects in the region have
reported attraction of wolverine, fox, grizzly bear, ravens, and gulls. This
increases the risk for accidental mortality of wildlife (e.g., collisions with vehicles)
and the potential for wildlife interactions with people and the Mine.
Effective waste management practices and staff education are key to decreasing
the availability of attractants at mine sites. Environmental design features,
mitigation, and waste management will be implemented at the Mine to limit the
attraction of wildlife, and the associated increased risks of wildlife interactions
and mortality. These mitigation strategies will be similar to proven best
management practices and policies at other mines in the NWT and Nunavut,
including the Snap Lake Mine.
At the Mine, food waste will be collected and stored indoors until it can be
transferred to the incinerator. Dual-chamber, diesel oil-fired incinerators will
incinerate combustible waste, and will be located inside a building to reduce
odour and maintain maximum combustion temperature. Inert solid waste
(including the incinerator ash) will be deposited into a landfill located within a
small area of the mine rock pile or processed kimberlite facility. The inert solid
waste will be frequently buried to control odours and keep it inaccessible.
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Methods
Environment staff will complete inspections of all waste management process
components that involve potential attractants. Inspections will include a
systematic survey of all waste management facilities and infrastructure, including
waste storage areas, transfer vehicles, incineration areas, landfill, and grey and
sewage water treatment systems. The effectiveness of the waste management
system, as it pertains to wildlife attractants, will be monitored through regular
inspections of key waste management areas including the accommodation
complex, kitchen, landfill, and the incinerator as part of Site Surveillance
Monitoring (Section 5.3.3).
Some level of wildlife activity is anticipated regardless of the efficiency of waste
management as wildlife may be present naturally even if there is no food reward.
Regardless, the availability of food waste for wildlife will be the trigger to initiate
an investigation and corrective action.
Should the inspections identify misdirected waste, wildlife attractants (food waste
in particular), or should observations of wildlife, wildlife sign, or wildlife incidents
point to problems in the waste management process, immediate corrective
actions will be taken or delegated by Environment staff.

5.3.6.2

Frequency and Duration
Inspections will be completed systematically at least once per week throughout
the year and during construction, operation, and closure as part of the Wildlife
Site Surveillance Monitoring (Section 5.3.3). More inspections may be
undertaken if required.

5.3.6.3

5.3.7

Supporting Documentation


Wildlife Surveillance Monitoring Technical Procedure (Appendix A).



Misdirected Waste Survey (Appendix A).

Wildlife Incidents
Wildlife incidents refer to a range of possible occurrences at the Mine, including:


human-wildlife interactions that present a risk to either people or
animals;



wildlife-caused damage to property or delay in operations;



wildlife deterrent actions; and
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wildlife injury or mortality.

Monitoring will be undertaken to identify all such incidents to prevent future
incidents or escalation of problems.
All incidents will be investigated and reported. All wildlife incidents will also
require immediate follow-up. They will be reviewed and reported to determine if
mine operations contributed to an incident, and what can be done to prevent
similar occurrences in future. If wildlife must be deterred due to possible harm
resulting in a wildlife-human incident, then an effort will be made by Environment
staff to use the least intrusive method. More information regarding wildlife
deterring methods can be found in Section 4.3.3.

5.3.7.1

Methods
Documentation of wildlife incidents will include photographs, names of people
involved, the nature of the incident, and supporting information such as the time,
date, location, and follow-up actions that occurred.
Encounters with bears (grizzly bears and black bears) will follow the guidance
provided in the ENR Bear Encounter Response Guidelines and Bear Complaint
Checklist (Appendix B), the Safety in Grizzly Bear and Black Bear Country
brochure (Appendix B) and the De Beers Responding to Bears or Aggressive
Animals Safety Health and Environment Operating Procedure (Appendix A).

5.3.7.2

Frequency and Duration
Wildlife incident monitoring will be undertaken as required, continuously
throughout the construction, operation, and closure phases of the Mine. All
incidents will require follow-up to determine what can be done to prevent a
similar incident from occurring in the future. All wildlife injuries and mortalities will
be reported to ENR immediately.

5.3.7.3

Supporting Documentation


Accident – Incident Short Report Form (Appendix A).



Wildlife Encounters (Appendix A).



Operating Procedure – Wildlife Procedure (Appendix A).



Caribou on Road Standard Operating Procedure (Appendix A).



Responding to Bears or Aggressive Animals (Appendix A).
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ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
Adaptive management links environmental monitoring results to management
responses; it is a structured, pre-defined response strategy to changes in
regulatory, environmental or operational conditions (De Beers 2013k). Adaptive
management is generally considered to include four themes (Greig et al. 2008,
WLWB 2010):


learning to reduce management uncertainties;



using what is learned to change policy and practice;



focusing on improved management; and



basing adaptive management on a structured and systematic approach.

The Adaptive Management Plan (AMP) describes the process through which the
Mine will practice adaptive management (De Beers 2013k). The AMP introduces
a Monitoring Program Framework and an Adaptive Management Response
Framework, which defines how results from annual environmental monitoring
programs will contribute to the adaptive management process. This report
provides the structure and intention through which the Adaptive Management
Response Framework and the Monitoring Program Framework will be enacted
and connected to adaptively manage the Mine.
A key step for applying adaptive management to the WEMP and WWHPP is
defined in the MOU with the GNWT. One of the purposes of the MOU is to
‘establish a process between the GNWT and De Beers for the reporting on,
reviewing and revision of an agreed-upon WEMP and WWHPP using the
principle of adaptive management.’ Through the MOU, the GNWT will participate
in a Project review forum, and provide recommendations to De Beers. De Beers
will then accept or reject these recommendations with reasons, and ensure that
all reports and correspondence are publically available and provided to
Aboriginal groups. Further, Ni Hadi Yati will provide a forum where Aboriginal
groups may identify their technical review needs, and access that expertise to
allow a more meaningful understanding on specific areas of interest, including
the outcome of environmental monitoring (Ni Hadi Yati 2012).

6.1

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT ACTION LEVELS
Adaptive management is undertaken in the WWHPP through monitoring effects,
mitigation audits and the setting of action levels (Sections 6.1.1, 6.2.1, and
6.3.1). Objectives were identified that align with mitigation strategies and
measurable predefined monitoring metrics (Table 6-1). Action levels mark
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changes to the wildlife and wildlife habitat and trigger a management response.
These action levels are assigned varying thresholds (low, moderate and high)
and each corresponding management response builds upon the previous levels
response (WLWB 2010). In some cases, a progression of thresholds from low to
high action levels provides a staged response.

6.1.1

Direct Habitat Loss

6.1.1.1

Mine Development Area
No strict action level is required, as De Beers is required to keep the Mine
footprint within the boundaries of the Land Use Permit area. However, should it
be anticipated that the Mine will need to expand beyond the predicted footprint,
the Mine plan will be reviewed for opportunities to limit mine footprint in future
years and if necessary De Beers will amend the land use permit (Table 6-1). A
mitigation strategy is also proposed for progressive reclamation, which will be
initiated when a disturbed area becomes available for reclamation (Table 6-1).
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Direct Habitat Loss Metrics, Action Levels and Management Responses
Mitigation Strategies

Metrics

Action Levels

Management Responses

keep mine footprint to within
the predicted footprint
described in the land use
application

total area of directly
(a)
disturbed land (ha)

 Project footprint exceeds approved
footprint

 inform the MVLWB; and
 apply for an amendment to the
land use permit if required

progressively reclaim
disturbed areas

area of land (ha)
progressively
reclaimed per year

 plot of land (greater than one ha)
becomes available for progressive
reclamation

 initiate progressive reclamation
on that site within two year of
reclamation readiness

 reclaimed area shows unsatisfactory
progress based on engagement with
regulators and Aboriginal Parties three
years post treatment

 review progressive reclamation
methods;
 conduct site-specific
investigation; and
 adjust reclamation prescription
if needed to improve outcomes

 reclaimed area shows unsatisfactory
progress based on engagement with
regulators and Aboriginal Parties
reclamation five years post treatment

 review Interim Closure and
Reclamation Plan and
Reclamation Research Plan;
and
 engage broader reclamation
experts and Aboriginal Parties
on best management practices
and innovations

Does not include area disturbed due to flooding.

ha = hectares; std = standard deviation; MVLWB = Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board.
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There are currently no applicable environmental noise regulations or guidelines
for the NWT. Although there are noise guidelines and regulations for community
noise levels in jurisdictions across Canada, there are few that are applicable to
developments in rural or remote areas. There are also no guidelines or
requirements regarding the effects of noise on wildlife.
The regulatory guidelines used for noise monitoring were taken from Directive
038 from the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board (EUB). Directive 038 requires
that industrial noise meet an energy equivalent sound level (Leq) maximum of 40
A-weighted decibels (dBA) during nighttime hours and 50 dBA during daytime at
a measurement of 1.5 km from the Mine fence line (EUB 2007). The Mine action
levels have been devised based on these guidelines.
Although it will not be possible to reduce all sources of noise, such as momentary
noise produced by aircraft and blasting, De Beers will attempt to reduce Mine
noise sources that produce continuous noise during operations. For this reason,
noise will be measured using daytime and nighttime energy equivalent sound
levels over a 24 hour sampling period as defined in EUB Directive 038 (EUB
2007). If steady state noise during operations exceeds 40 dBA 1.5 km from the
Mine, De Beers will undertake additional noise monitoring and investigate
potential sources of noise to be reduced. If steady state noise during operations
exceeds 50 dBA at 1.5 km from the Mine De Beers will investigate alternative
mitigation strategies for noise and pursue options to reduce noise at identified
sources (Table 6-2).

6.1.2.2

Dust
Overall changes in vegetation communities due to dust deposition are anticipated
to be minor relative to baseline conditions (De Beers 2013j). When drivers report
that the Mine roads are dusty the roads will be watered. The volume of water
used to suppress dust will be recorded and reviewed on an annual basis
(Table 6-2). If dustfall collectors indicate that dust levels will exceed predictions in
the EIS, then a review of all Mine sources of dust will be conducted. The extent
of implementation of dust mitigation will also be conducted and additional
mitigation strategies for any additional dust sources will be developed
(Table 6-2), in consideration of ENR dust suppression guidelines (ENR 2013).
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Indirect Habitat Loss Adaptive Management Framework
Mitigation Strategies
to maintain the noise
footprint of Mine at or below
predicted levels in the EIS

to reduce dust produced by
Mine activities and keep
dust footprint at or below
predicted levels in EIS

Metrics

Action Levels

Management Responses

 energy equivalent sound level
(Leq) exceeds 40 dBA at 1.5 km
from the Mine on any given
sampling day during operations

 additional noise monitoring
will be undertaken to confirm
measure
 if the measure is confirmed
then potential sources of
noise will be investigated and
reduced if possible

 energy equivalent sound level
(Leq) exceeds 50 dBA at 1.5 km
from the Mine on any given
sampling day during operations

 investigate alternative
mitigation strategies for noise;
and
 pursue options to reduce
noise at identified sources

volume of water (L) applied
to Mine roads each year,
or other dust suppression
initiatives

 drivers communicate roads are
dusty

 roads are watered and
volume of water is recorded.

mean weight of dust (g)
collected in jars at stations
up to 20 km from Mine
site

 dust deposition metrics approach
EIS predicted levels

 conduct review of all Mine
sources of dust;
 review the extent of
implementation of dust
mitigation;
 increase the implementation
of existing dust mitigation;
and
 develop additional mitigation
for additional dust sources

energy equivalent sound
level (Leq)

EIS = Environmental Impact Statement; L = litres; g = grams; dBA = A-weighted decibels.
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If wildlife are on the road, traffic will stop and wait for them to cross (i.e., wildlife
have the right-of-way). If large animals such as caribou or bears are located in
close proximity to the road, an announcement will be made on the radio with the
number of animals seen, the location, and an order to slow down in the area
(Table 6-3).
Vehicular incidents involving wildlife are to be reported by drivers to their direct
supervisor and De Beers Environment staff. More information regarding wildlife
incidents can be found in Section 5.3.5. If a wildlife collision occurs, De Beers
Environment staff will be contacted immediately, who will in turn report the
collision to ENR.
De Beers cannot restrict public use of the winter access road. Therefore, no
action levels are proposed for public use the winter access road. The information
collected during monitoring of the winter access road will be supplied to ENR,
AANDC, and other interested land managers.

6.1.3.2

Habituation
Environment staff may at any time suggest or undertake improvements or repairs
to environmental design features, mitigation and management practices and
policies, the need for additional training for staff, or other improvements to
mitigation identified by the surveillance monitoring, as required. Investigation and
reporting of incidents will be completed as they occur.
Surveys of wildlife at the waste management areas will be undertaken so that a
clean camp is being maintained. The presence of wildlife is an indicator of
inefficient waste handling. If wildlife or wildlife sign are observed at the waste
management area for two consecutive weeks, a management response will be
initiated additional mitigation will be applied where possible (Table 6-3).
If fox or wolverines are observed on the Mine site for two consecutive days the
frequency of site surveillance monitoring will be increased. If fox or wolverine are
observed for five consecutive days De Beers will contact ENR, investigate all
sources of attractants and a survey of the Mine site for potential denning will be
conducted (Table 6-3).
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Nesting Birds
If birds are observed constructing a nest in an area of risk, nest construction will
be deterred by removing nesting materials or reducing the attractiveness of the
site to nesting birds (e.g., cover potential nesting site, remove potential nesting
site). An area of high risk is defined as an area where there is a risk to the Mine
(delay due to nesting birds) or to the birds (high probability of nest failure due to
mining activity). Nesting behaviour observed outside of these areas of risk will
not be deterred. If an active nest is detected (eggs, hatchlings or fledglings
present) in area of risk, then Mine activities will be reduced within a buffer
surrounding the nest as advised by ENR and/or CWS, depending on the species
(Table 6-3).
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Wildlife and Caribou Protection Adaptive Management Framework

Objectives
To prevent wildlifevehicle collisions on
Mine roads

Mitigation
Strategies
wildlife have right-ofway on Mine roads

Metrics

Action Levels

Management Responses



wildlife are reported
near Project roads




alert staff; and
reduce speed on Project roads



wildlife-vehicle near
miss




conduct interview of personnel involved;
consider additional mitigation options (e.g. speed
limit adjustments, signage); and
review policies and procedures concerning driving



wildlife-vehicle collision





notify ENR;
conduct an investigation of collision; and
review policies/procedures to reduce likelihood of
additional collisions

number of wildlife or wildlife sign
observed at a waste management
area per day; and



wildlife is seen at a
waste management
area for two
consecutive weeks





monitor the waste management area;
relocate wildlife as recommended by ENR; and
review waste management practices

number of days that a
wolverine/fox/bear is detected at
Project site



wildlife observed for two
consecutive days



increase frequency of monitoring (e.g. routine
surveillance, remote cameras)



wildlife observed for five
consecutive days






contact ENR;
investigate of all sources of attractants;
survey Project site for potential denning sites; and
apply additional mitigation as necessary



persistent wildlife on
site (more than seven
consecutive days)



contact ENR to discuss options to address issue,
including possible relocation of wildlife



birds observed
constructing nests in
areas of risk



contact ENR to discuss options and acquire general
wildlife permit, as required
nest construction may be deterred by removing
nesting materials or reducing the attractiveness of
the site to nesting birds (e.g. cover potential nesting
site, remove potential nesting site)

active nest is detected
(eggs, hatchlings or
fledglings present) in
area of risk



number of wildlife collisions per
year on Project roads or involving
Project staff en route to work



To prevent
habituation of
wildlife to the
Project site

To prevent damage
or harm to active
bird nests

manage wildlife
attractants by
maintaining a clean
camp

deter wildlife from
nesting in areas of
risk

nests or nesting activity observed
within areas of risk





Project activities will be reduced within a buffer
surrounding the nest as advised by ENR and/or
CWS

ENR= Government of the Northwest Territories, Department of Environment and Natural Resources; CWS = Canadian Wildlife Service.
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Mitigation Audit
The mitigation described in this document stems from current practices at
existing mines, or was suggested during the environmental assessment process.
However, an auditing system is required to evaluate the mitigation. In other
words, it should be confirmed that the mitigation proposed here is used and that
it works. Further, new mitigation should be documented. Thus, an audit should
be undertaken annually, specific to the mitigation listed in Section 4, to evaluate:


if all mitigation has been implemented;



which mitigation is perceived to be or shown to be successful;



if new mitigation has been implemented in response to new issues; and



if some mitigation is redundant.

This audit is implemented annually, as part of the WWHPP annual report.

6.3

Relevant Management Plans
The following management plans are also relevant to wildlife effects
management at the Mine site:


Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program (De Beers 2014a);



Updated Project Description (De Beers 2013a);



Community Engagement Plan and Implementation Update (De Beers
2013b);



Waste Management Plan (De Beers 2014b);



Incinerator Management Plan (De Beers 2013e);



Landfarm Management Plan (De Beers 2013f);



Aquatic Effects Monitoring Program Design Plan (De Beers 2013g);



Erosion and Sediment Management Plan (De Beers 2013h);



Vegetation and Soils Monitoring Program (De Beers 2013i);



Air Quality and Emissions Monitoring and Management Plan (De Beers
2013j);



Adaptive Management Plan (De Beers 2013k); and



Conceptual Closure and Reclamation Plan (De Beers 2013l).
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Contingencies
Contingencies refer to actions taken to manage unforeseen circumstances or
non-compliance issues. The surveillance monitoring (Section 5.3.3) is in essence
a form of contingency monitoring, as it will be undertaken throughout the year
and throughout the Mine site. Surveillance monitoring will detect unforeseen
events involving wildlife or wildlife habitat. Any unforeseen events detected
through the wildlife surveillance monitoring will be managed either through
wildlife incident reporting (Section 5.3.5) or through the mitigation audit
(Section 6.2) and discussed with ENR on an as-needed basis.
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REPORTING
De Beers will report on the progress and implementation of the WWHPP
annually. The annual report will combine data pertaining to both the WEMP and
WWHPP and will be submitted to the MVLWB and other interested parties. The
report will document activities for the previous year’s activities.
The WWHPP annual report should include, but not be limited to, the following
information:


any updates or recommended changes to mitigation, environmental
design features, or other strategies required to meet the WWHPP
objectives;



occurrences of human-wildlife interactions, and incidents, accidents,
injuries, or mortalities involving wildlife;



records of disturbances to wildlife habitat that were not predicted;



observations of recreational, traditional, or non-traditional activities near
the Mine, including the winter access road;



a discussion of the effectiveness of the mitigation outlined in the
WWHPP; and



any action levels outlined in the WWHPP that were triggered, and the
responses that applied to address the trigger.

A comprehensive wildlife report will be prepared every five years. The
comprehensive report will include an analysis of all subsequent data to assess
trends from the Mine on direct habitat loss, indirect habitat loss and related
mortality and injuries.
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BHPB

BHP Billiton Diamonds Inc.

CWS

Canadian Wildlife Service

DDMI

Diavik Diamond Mines Inc.

De Beers

De Beers Canada Inc.

EBA

EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd.

EIS

Environmental Impact Statement

ENR

Government of the Northwest Territories, Department of Environment
and Natural Resources

GIS

Geographical Information System

GNWT

Government of the Northwest Territories

MVEIRB

Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board

MVLWB

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

NWT

Northwest Territories

Project

Gahcho Kué Project

TK

Traditional Knowledge

WEMP

Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program

WLWB

Wek’èezhìi Land and Water Board

WWHPP

Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

TSS

total suspended solids

Mine

Gahcho Kué Mine

9.2

UNITS OF MEASURE

ha

hectares

km

kilometres

m

metres
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GLOSSARY

Adaptive
Management

The exact definition of adaptive management varies among monitoring
components, but typically adheres to having four themes as follows
(WLWB 2010):
1)
learning in order to reduce management uncertainties;
2)
using what is learned to change policy and practice;
3)
focusing on improving management; and
4)
doing the above in a formal, structured and systematic way.

Habitat

The physical location or type of environment in which an organism or
biological population lives or occurs.

Monitoring
Components

A term used to broadly describe the aspect of the environment and
population that may be impacted and monitored. Monitoring
components used here included:
- habitat;
- caribou and other wildlife VCs; and
- people.
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TECHNICAL PROCEDURES AND FORMS
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WINTER ROAD WILDLIFE SIGHTINGS FORM

YEAR:___________
SHEET:__________

DATE TIME SPECIES NUMBER

Wildlife Monitoring Log - Form

Lake
Name

LOCATION (km)
UTM
Portage
Number Easting
Northing

Environment

ACTIVITY OBSERVER

COMPANY

Gahcho Kué Project

SPECIFIC WORK INSTRUCTIONS
Gahcho Kué Project – Caribou Activity Budgets and Response to Winter Access Road Monitoring
Objective
Information regarding the activity budgets (i.e., time spent feeding, resting, walking, running) of caribou
exposed to the mine site and on control sites can be used to assess the potential impact of the mine on
caribou energetics. The immediate effect of different stressors (e.g., aircraft, vehicles, blasts) on caribou
behaviour will also provide general insight into which aspects of the mine have the greatest negative
affect on caribou behaviour.
The objectives of this component of the monitoring program are to:


determine the effect of the Project winter access road on caribou activity budgets; and



determine which stressors associated with the Project winter access road have the greatest
influence on caribou behaviour.

Procedure
Task 1. Scan Sampling of Caribou Groups
Record instantaneous group behaviour at least 8 minute intervals. A minimum of four, and a maximum of
eight observations are required per group. Record the number of individuals in the group displaying each
behaviour. The response of caribou to stressors such as vehicle or aircraft traffic will also be recorded.
This will be repeated at multiple locations along the road where caribou are present. In addition to
behaviour, observers will record the number, gender and age composition, and location of each group. If
a stressor changes the caribou behaviour, record the reaction of the majority of the group an dwait until
behaviour has returned to pre-disturbance before continuing the scan (this may require a gap of longer
than 8 minutes).
Task 2. Focal Observations
Focal surveys may be undertaken of individuals within the same group being scanned, and may be
undertaken simultaneously. To undertake a focal survey, select a recognizable individual in the group (or
a lone individual). Record the behaviour and time (hr:min:sec) when the focal animal switched activity to a
new behavioural category or an industrial or wildlife stressor occurred. Indicate the behaviour by checking
the appropriate box for each behaviour. Record response to stressors as indicated below. Focal surveys
should last at least 20 minutes.
Task 3. Response to Stressors
In the event that a stressor is introduced during scan or focal sampling, the observers will note the time
(in the comments box) and categorize the response of caribou from to the stressors from 0 to 3 as
indicated on the data sheet. Estimated distance (m) from the stressor and a description of the stressor
will also be recorded. Stressors include type of aircraft, type of vehicle, and blasts from pits.
Weather conditions such as wind speed and direction, temperature, and type of precipitation will be
documented.

May 2014

Gahcho Kué Project
Caribou Activity Budgets and Response to Winter Access Road Monitoring – Data Sheet
Observers:

Page:

of

Date:
Weather:

Cloud:
Wind speed:

Temp.:
Wind dir.:

Precip:
% Snow cover:

Record UTMs of caribou herd at beginning of survey.
UTM East:
UTM North:
Location:

Habitat Type:

If herd is near a road or structure, estimate distance:

Herd size:
Herd comp: females

females/calves

males females/males females/males/calves

Number of stressors encountered during observations:
*

B
Time

F

Behaviour
S
A W

T

R
Stressor

Distance
to Stressor
(m)

Respon
se
(0 – 3)

Time to Return
to Previous
Behaviour
(before the
stressor)

Comments

* For focal sampling of an individual, record the time of each behaviour change and check the box to indicate the
behaviour, for at least 20 minutes. For scan sampling of a group, record the time at 8 minute intervals and indicate the
number of individuals displaying each behaviou, for 4 to 8 intervals.

Behaviour types: bed, feed, stand, alert, walk, trot, run.

Stressor types: pickup truck, haul truck, helicopter, plane, blast, other wildlife, etc.

UTM should be taken as close as possible to the location of the herd when the scan began.
 If caribou are exposed to a stressor, record the time at which the greatest response was recorded, or when
stressor was closest to the herd.

Response (majority of group): 0 = No reaction, 1 = Mild – animals look towards disturbance, 2 = Moderate –
animals walk away, 3 = Severe – animals trot or run away
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De Beers Winter Road Access Reporting

Winter Road User Survey
SIDE ONE: USER INFORMATION

Monitoring Station:

□ Gahcho Kué Winter Road □ Snap Lake

Monitor’s name: _____________________________________

Vehicle Information
Description of vehicle:_________________________________________________________________
Vehicle license place origin (Territory/Province):__________________ License plate no:___________
Accessory vehicles: (Snowmobiles/ATVs) NO

YES

How many? ______

Number of people in the vehicle: _______
Northbound

Date: _______________

Time: _______ am / pm

(Spell out Month)

Time: _______ am / pm

Southbound: Date: _______________
(Spell out month)

Community representation (indicate the community for EACH person in the vehicle)
Yellowknife
Dettah
Gameti
Other (specify)

______
N’Dilo ______
Ingraham Trail ______
______
Rae/Edzo ______
Wha Ti
______
______
Wekweti ______
Lutsel K______
__________________________________

Purpose for using the winter road (check all that apply):
Sight-seeing: ____ Camping:____ Trapping:___ (Licence #)________________
Fishing: ___ (Licence #)_____________
Hunting: ___ (Licence #)________________
Other (specify) _______________________________________

Hunter classification: GHL ____ Special GHL ____ Resident ____ Non-Resident ____
(Use one √ per hunter) Non-Resident Alien ______
How many days for hunting? 1

2

3

Other _____

What animal species are you hunting? (check all that apply)
Caribou
_______
Moose __________
Grouse _________
Wolf
_______
Wolverine _________
Ptarmigan _________
Other (specify) _______________________________________

SIDE TWO: HARVEST / SURVEY DATA

See previous page for road user data.
Did any of you kill any wildlife this trip? YES / NO If YES, what species and how many?
(please specify details below)
Caribou _______ Moose ________ Wolf _________ Wolverine ________ Grouse ________
Ptarmigan ________ Other (specify) ______________________________
Where? ________________________________
Did you notice any disease or injury with these? YES / NO
What wildlife did you see? (Indicate how many):
Caribou _______ Moose _______
Wolf _____ Wolverine _______ Other (Specify) __________________________________________
Where were these sightings?
(identify lake or portage #, if possible)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Were any of them lame or injured? YES / NO (please specify details below):
____________________________________________________________________________________
Did you see any infractions, e.g., meat wastage? YES / NO If Yes (identify where) ___________________
Did you see any contaminant spills? YES / NO If Yes (identify where) _____________________________

_________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
Comments:

GAHCHO KUE WINTER ACCESS ROAD
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
CARIBOU ON ROAD & WILDLIFE COLLISION ON ROAD
_________________________________________________________________________
PART 1: CARIBOU ON ROAD
A. Caribou on road
a. Stop.
b. Avoid using the horn.
c. Remain inside the vehicle.
d. Wait for wildlife to pass before continuing.
e. Use a radio to report the presence and location of caribou to supervisor and to De Beers
Environment Coordinator (416-645-1710) ext.6604.
f.

Once caribou have passed, continue at a reduced speed (10km) until caribou are no
longer visible in the area

g. Complete the Wildlife Management Log upon return to camp.
B. De Beers Environmental Site Coordinator will then:
a. Report the sighting/encounter via email to the Environmental Permitting Staff
b. Notify other personnel of the sighting/encounter
c. Advise management actions
C. Environmental Permitting Superintendent/Coordinator will then:
a. Follow-up with ENR regarding management actions, update AANDC Inspector and other
items as necessary
D. Environmental Permitting Manager will then:
a. Inform the De Beers JV Winter Road Representative
b. Communication with De Beers Managers

____________________________________________________________________________
Part 2: WILDLIFE COLLISION ON ROAD
A. Wildlife hit on road
a. Record the time, observations (e.g., presence of predators, weather conditions) and
location of collision as precisely as possible
b. Use a radio to report the collision to supervisor and to De Beers Environment Site
Coordinator (416-645-1710) ext.6604.
c. Provide supervisor and De Beers Environment Coordinator the following information:
o

Time

o

Location as precisely as possible

o

Species and Number of animals involved

o

Name and company of driver

o

Contact information of driver

o

Observations of incident (e.g., presence of predators, weather conditions)

d. Complete the Wildlife Management Log upon return to camp.
B. De Beers Environmental Coordinator will then:
a. Report the collision to ENR 867 -873-7181
b. Report the collision to the Environmental Permitting Super indent (867-688-7904) or
Environmental Permitting Manager (867-688-8701)
c. Notify other personnel of the incident as required
d. Advise management actions
E. Environmental Permitting Superintendent/Coordinator will then:
a. Follow-up with ENR regarding management actions, update AANDC Inspector and other
items as necessary
F. Environmental Permitting Manager will then:
a. Inform the De Beers JV Winter Road Representative
b. Communication with De Beers Managers

Contact Numbers
Name
North Slave
Wildlife
Emergency
Line
Rob Mellow/
Ryan
Marshall
Craig Blackie

Position
Environment
and Natural
Resources
(ENR)
Environmental
Coordinator
(GK Site)
Environmental
Permitting
Superintendent

Sarah McLean

Environmental
Permitting
Coordinator

Veronica
Chisholm

Environmental
Permitting
Manager

Phone
867-8737181

Company
GNWT

Email
Fred_j_mandeville@gov.nwt.ca

416-6451710 ext.
6604
867-7667305/cell:
867-6887904
867‐766‐
7352/cell:
867‐688‐
8129
867‐688‐
8701

De Beers

Rob.mellow@debeerscanada.com
Ryan.marshall@debeerscanada.com

De Beers

Craig.blackie@debeerscanada.com

De Beers

Sarah.mclean@debeerscanada.com

De Beers

Veronica.chisholm@debeerscanada.com

TECHNICAL PROCEDURES
Division:

Mining

P & P No:

Section:

Environment

Effective:

Issued By:

Operations Manager

Subject:

WILDLIFE SIGHTINGS TECHNICAL PROCEDURE

Revision:

Replaces:

PURPOSE
The purpose of this procedure is to describe the management of the Wildlife Sightings
Form.
SCOPE
The wildlife monitoring logs provide an opportunity for all staff at the Gahcho Kué Mine site
to record the date, time and location of wildlife observations on site.
RESPONSIBILITY
The Environment Department is responsible for:
•

Maintaining the wildlife monitoring logs.

•
PROCEDURE
The wildlife monitoring log tracks wildlife observations on the Gahcho Kué Mine site, for
both human interest and to support incidental observations reporting by De Beers and
contractor wildlife reports.

Step

Procedure

1

The Wildlife Sightings Form is posted on various bulletin
boards in camp and remote offices. If the current log is full, it is
replaced as soon as possible with a new one. They are
regularly replaced once a month. (Wildlife Sightings Form).

2

Periodically check the wildlife monitoring log and note any
observations that may require action, such as regular sightings
of a wolverine or nesting bird.

Approved: SH / E Management
Representative
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3

When the log sheet is full, remove from the bulletin boards and
replace with a new log sheet (see Step 1). File the original
hard copy in the Environmental Office under Wildlife Sightings
Form and update the Wildlife Sightings Form database.

4

The Environmental Technician will enter all incidental
observations noted on the Wildlife Sightings Form in the De
Beers site wildlife spreadsheet (Wildlife Sightings Form
Spreadsheet). The Environmental Technician will email the
database to Golder Associates in Yellowknife at the end of
each month.

DATA HANDLING & STORAGE
Hard copies of the Wildlife Sightings Form are filed in the Environmental Office in the
Wildlife Sightings Form binder. The Environmental Technician maintains an electronic
spreadsheet of site wildlife and caribou observations.
Electronic copies of the De Beers site wildlife spreadsheet are emailed to Golder
Associates Ltd. after each site update.
REPORTS
The data provided by De Beers is incorporated into a report submitted by Golder
Associates in relation to wildlife sightings at the Gahcho Kué Mine.
ATTACHMENTS
Wildlife Sightings Form

Approved: SH / E Management
Representative
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WILDLIFE SIGHTING FORM

YEAR :
SHEET :

DATE

TIME

SPECIES

Wildlife Monitoring Log - Form

HERD SIZE
(IF
CARIBOU)

LOCATION

Environment

ACTIVITY

NAME

COMPANY

WILDLIFE SURVEILLANCE MONITORING TECHNICAL PROCEDURES
GAHCHO KUÉ PROJECT
OBJECTIVE
To inform adaptive management at site to prevent wildlife incidents from occurring and record the
species, number and location of wildlife interacting with the Gahcho Kué mine site.
FIELD PROCEDURES
Wildlife observations and sign monitoring surveys will be completed at least once a week. Each survey
should take about 2 to 3 hours. Observers will travel to different areas / sites within the mine footprint
(see monitoring site list below) to record all wildlife or wildlife sign.
Record if wildlife or wildlife sign was or was not observed at each site. Collect the following information:
 Time upon arrival at location / monitoring site
 Did you observe any wildlife or sign (Yes or No)
 Location or monitoring site
 Species observed
 Number of individuals
 Sex / group composition (Male, Female, Female with Young, Male and Female with Young,
Unknown)
 Behaviour or activity (Feeding, Lying, Standing, Walking, Trotting, Running, Alert)
 Photo number (if photo taken)
 Any relevant comments about the sighting
If wildlife sign is observed then record the following:
 Time observed
 Location of sign
 Species (if possible)
 Type of sign observed (e.g. tracks, scat, digs, den)
 Number of sign
 Photo number (if photo taken)
 Any relevant comments about the sign

Any reports of sign or observations of species from mine staff working in the area shall be recorded on
the data sheets in the additional comments section on the reverse side of the data sheet. Photos of
sign and wildlife should be taken where possible to help in identification of species after completion of
the survey. Record the photo number on the data sheet and download and file the photos by date.
Wildlife observations or sign observed en route between systematic monitoring sites should also be
recorded in the same manner as described above.
If no wildlife is observed, no sign seen and no reports of wildlife from staff, then an “N” should be
recorded on the data sheet and in the database for that monitoring site / location.

Consult with the environmental leader before each survey to see if there are any staff reports to be
aware of during the survey and make sure to record the staff observations in the database. Get the
environmental lead to identify individuals at the mine site to talk to about wildlife observations.
AREAS FOR SYSTEMATIC MONITORING
The following areas / sites should be visited at least once a week:
 Accommodations building (entire perimeter)
 Waste transfer area (entire perimeter)
 Incinerator building (entire perimeter)
 Emulsion plant
 Airstrip building
 Truck shop
 Fuel storage
 Mill
 Power plant
 Sewage treatment plant
 Fine processed kimberlite containment area
 Water management ponds (seasonally)
 Open pits (seasonally)
 Others as defined by the environmental lead
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS








Binoculars
Radio
Personal Protective Equipment
Field Guides (Suggested)
Digital Camera
Map of project site
Data Sheets

FOLLOW UP
After the data have been collected, entered into the database, and checked for errors, the results
should be shared with the environmental lead. Any concerns with wildlife sightings and the mine
operations should immediately be brought to the attention of the environmental lead so the appropriate
action can be taken. The environmental lead for the site should sign and date the data sheet showing
that they are aware of all the observations and comments. Any wildlife incidents observed or reported
during this survey should be reported in the Wildlife Incident Report Form (see separate form).
Reporting forms and a summary of findings are to be included in the Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat
Protection Plan annual report to inform the need for adaptive management at site.

WILDLIFE SURVEILLANCE MONITORING TECHNICAL PROCEDURES
GAHCHO KUÉ PROJECT
OBSERVER(S):_______________________________ DATE (M/D/Y):_________________ PAGE ___ OF ____
WILDLIFE OBSERVED OR WILDLIFE SIGN
TIME WILDLIFE PRESENT? (Y/N) LOCATION SPECIES OR SIGN NUMBER SEX / GROUP COMPOSITIONa BEHAVIOURb PHOTO #

a

SEX / GROUP COMPOSITION = MALE, FEMALE, FEMALE WITH YOUNG, FEMALE AND MALE WITH YOUNG, UNKNOWN

b

BEHAVIOUR = FEEDING, LYING, STANDING, WALKING, TROTTING, RUNNING, ALERT

RECORD ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON REVERSE PAGE.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS OR NOTES:

Environmental Lead Approval (Signature):______________________________________Date:________________________
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Gahcho Kué Project

SPECIFIC WORK INSTRUCTIONS
Gahcho Kué Project – Misdirected Waste Surveys
Objective
Waste materials that create an odour can function as attractants to wildlife. Attractants can include items
such as fuel cans, rubber gas lines, motor oil, food packaging and food. The presence of these
attractants poses a number of direct and indirect risks to wildlife. Animals may incur harm through the
ingestion of waste products from the landfill. Animals can incur indirect harm by becoming habituated
animals. Wildlife that become habitual landfill feeders are at risk of coming into close contact with
humans. This may result in an attack and/or the communication of disease. Habituated wildlife are a
potential threat to the safety of humans which often necessitates their relocation or destruction.
The objective of the misdirected waste surveys is to monitor misdirected waste and prevent wildlife
attractants
and hazardous wastes to the Gahcho Kué Project Landfill.
Procedure
All waste should be properly disposed. Food and food waste is to be disposed in the accommodations
building waste bin, bear bin, or office waste bin. Inert material (plywood, insulation, metal, building
materials, etc.) should be disposed of in a landfill only container. Oily rags should be disposed in oily rags
only drum, and aerosol containers and batteries should be disposed in appropriate containers. Properly
segregate, store and label any residual chemicals and chemical containers should be properly
segregated, sorted and label and delivered to the waste management building.
Misdirected waste surveys:
1. Visit the waste transfer and storage area and record the date and time of the survey. Include a start
and finish time for the survey and total time surveyed.
2. Record the amount and type of misdirected waste (i.e., food, food packaging, oil products and oilimpacted wastes) and other misdirected wastes (e.g., batteries and aerosol cans) found within the waste
transfer and storage area. Record the amount of attractants in the following categories: none; low (1
piece); medium (2 to 5 pieces); high (6 to 10 pieces); and very high (>10 pieces).
3. Collect attractants and misdirected waste if safe to do so and properly dispose of them. For large
amounts of misdirected waste immediately contact the department Team Leader or Supervisor for the
non-compliant bin or notify Environment Department Team Leader.
4. Notify Team Leader of large amounts of attractants or unsafe bins.
5. Make a copy of each completed data sheet and file it in the WEMP datasheet binders. Enter the data
into the wildlife database.

May 2014

Gahcho Kué Project
Misdirected Waste Surveys Data Sheet
Observers:

Date:

Page:

Time Start:

Time Finish:

Survey Time:

Amount of Attractant
Code: A=none; B=low (1 piece); C=medium (2-5 pieces); D=high (6-10 pieces); E=very high (>10
pieces)
Food
Food
Oil Product
Oil Impacted
Aerosol
Batteries
Other
Packaging
Containers
Waste
cans

May 2014

Amount of
Misdirected
Waste as %
of Total
Waste

Removed (Y/N)

Photo Taken
(Y/N)

of

Photo
Name

Comments

De Beers Group of Companies – GAHCHO KUÉ PROJECT
Department:

Document No.:

OP 078

Section:

Effective Date:

October 17, 2013

OPERATING PROCEDURE – Responding to Bears or Aggressive
Animals At or Near GKP (Emergency Situation)
Revision:

Original Version

Approved:

Original signature: refer to Item 5. APPROVAL

1.0

Replaces:

-

PURPOSE

This procedure applies to the Gahcho Kué Project (GKP) site for the purpose of dealing with all
aggressive animal sightings, encounters, or in-camp situations.
2.0

SCOPE

This procedure applies to SHE department and support personnel (i.e., ERT) responding to all
aggressive animal sightings, encounters, and in-camp situations at the Gahcho Kué Project
(GKP). It covers such issues as consideration for the safety of personnel in relation to wildlife
presence, requesting support should there be a need, reporting the incident, and dealing with
deterrent actions and/or removal of the animal.
Aggressive animals include, but are not limited to, wolverines, bears and wolves. Foxes and
large birds are not normally aggressive, but shall be managed in a similar manner if the animals
actions are aggressive in nature.
3.0

RESPONSIBILITIES

Project Manager or designate:

overall management of the GKP sites and workforce.
Department/Contractor Managers, Superintendents or their designates:

ensure this procedure is communicated to their employees;

ensure their employees have received the appropriate training; and

ensure this procedure is implemented.
Environment Superintendent or designate:

record the sighting on the Wildlife Monitoring Log;

report and record encounters and actions on a Wildlife Deterrent Report and forwarding
to appropriate ENR Wildlife Officer;

ensure carcasses are handled properly, and the skin, including claws, head, and any
requested specimen(s), are delivered to the appropriate ENR Wildlife Officers in a timely
manner; and
All staff members are responsible for ensuring that they are using the latest version of this document.
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ensure any incident regarding wildlife is reported for the purpose of the Annual Wildlife
Report.

All Environmental Personnel or other Designated Individuals Who Handle or Fire the
Shotgun:

are required to hold a valid Canadian, Firearms Possession and Acquisition Licence
(PAL).
Supervisors:

implement this procedure and ensure this procedure is followed.
Safety, Health and Environment (SHE) Manager or designate:

monitor the implementation of this procedure; and

ensure this procedure is maintained.
All Employees:

understand and practise this procedure as required; and

ask their supervisor for clarification if they are unsure of any aspect of this procedure.
Responsibilities of Employers, Contractors, Supervisors and Employees are also described in
the NWT Mine Health and Safety Act (Sections 15 – 18) and throughout the NWT Mine Health
and Safety Regulations.
4.0

PROCEDURE

The intent of this procedure is to:






prevent risk of injury to humans;
prevent aggressive animals from becoming habituated to the site and its
infrastructure;
prevent aggressive animals from seeking refuge in or around buildings, equipment
storage or laydown areas;
prevent aggressive animals from gaining access to areas or substances that could be
harmful to the animal, such as fuel and chemical storage; and
prevent injury or death to aggressive animals.

WARNING:
When responding to a wildlife encounter or an animal in camp, there must be a minimum of two
responders. One responder will load their shotgun magazine fully with slugs to provide backup
for the second responder who will load their shotgun with bear deterrents (rubber slugs).
When preparing to fire both responders must be side by side at least 3 meters apart (neither
responder is allowed to be in front of the other responder). Deterring animals at closer range
may also include the use of the 15mm bangers and screamers with a second responder having
a fully loaded (with slugs) shotgun as backup.

All staff members are responsible for ensuring that they are using the latest version of this document.
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BEAR SIGHTING
> 1 km from camp perimeter and > 100 m
from areas of human activity.

Bear will be
monitored until it
leaves area.

BEAR ENCOUNTER
< 1 km from camp perimeter or < 100 m from area of
human activity.

Responders who possess valid PAL shall obtain shotguns, slugs, and other bear deterrent
equipment located in a locked cabinet in the Environmental Dept. and hand-held radios

Once at scene of sighting or encounter, one responder will fully load the 12-gauge shotgun
magazine with lead slugs to back up the second responder who will load their shotgun with bear
deterrents.

Bear headed towards area of human
activity or camp.

Bear headed away from area of human
activity or camp.

Bear will be
monitored until it
leaves area.

The Environmental Responder will choose
appropriate deterrent and use it in an effort
to scare the bear away.

Deterrent Effective
Bear headed away from of
human activity or camp.

Deterrent Not Effective

The Environmental
Technician to
complete a Wildlife
Deterrent Report.
Copy sent to Wildlife
Officer.

Bear continues to approach or
doesn't move away from area of
human activity or camp.

All staff members are responsible for ensuring that they are using the latest version of this document.
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Increase deterrent efforts.
Additional ERT resources
may be called for support
assistance.

Deterrent Not Effective
Bear continues to approach
or doesn't move away from
area of human activity or
camp.

Deterrent Effective
Bear headed away from of
human activity or camp.

Bear will be monitored
until it leaves area.

The Environmental
Supt to complete a
Wildlife Deterrent
Report.
Continue to aggressively use deterrents to
try to chase the bear away.

Email copy to Wildlife
Officer

Be prepared to kill the
bear.

Bear enters area of human activity or camp.
All but the most aggressive bear would have been deterred by this point. You
are now dealing with a very dangerous bear.

All staff members are responsible for ensuring that they are using the latest version of this document.
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BEAR IN
CAMP or < 100
m from camp
perimeter.



Alarm sounded.

 Everyone to take safe refuge in
designated muster station.


Traffic into camp will be halted.

Responders who possess a valid PAL shall obtain shotguns, slugs and bear
deterrent equipment from the locked cabinet in the Environmental Dept. office
and a hand-held radio.

Responder to fully load shotgun magazine with lead slugs immediately.
Deterrents will be loaded in second shotgun after leaving building.

Bear headed AWAY from camp.
 Ensure that the bear has a safe
escape route.
Use deterrents to ensure

that
bear continues to head away
from camp.

Monitor bear until certain the bear
is heading away from areas of
human activity.

Bear headed TOWARDS or is IN
CAMP.
The safety of people comes first.
When a bear is in camp it is critical to
the safety of people and bears that
everyone other than the responders
remain indoors. A bear in camp is not a
photo opportunity.
The responders are to ensure that they
avoid surprising a bear by making
noise. Make wide swings away from
building corners, equipment and
material that may conceal a bear.
If supported by ERT, members must
maintain visual contact with each other
at all times. Maintain radio contact with
Environmental Supt.

Deterrent Effective.
Bear heads away from camp.

Deterrent Not
Effective

Ensure that the bear has a safe escape route.
If distance and time allow for the safe use of deterrents,
use them to chase the bear out and away from camp.

All staff members are responsible for ensuring that they are using the latest version of this document.
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Risk to human life or property
imminent.
SHOOT TO KILL.

Bear to be skinned with head and feet attached,
preserve by salting or freezing and turn over to
Wildlife Officer.



Complete a Wildlife
Deterrent Report.



Email copy to Wildlife
Officer



Get direction from
Wildlife Officer on
carcass disposal.

Any time a bear approaches or enters areas of human activity, conduct a site
investigation to determine why the bear was attracted to the site. Record
findings on Wildlife Deterrent Report.
If an attractant is found, deal with it immediately. Failure to deal with the
attractant will only lead to more problems.

USING A HELICOPTER TO DETER AN ANIMAL:
It is illegal to harass wildlife with aircraft, but, occasionally, and only for reasons of human safety,
it may be necessary to use a helicopter to push wildlife. When using a helicopter to deter an
animal from the GKP, the following procedures must be followed:


At least one member of the Environmental Dept. must be on board. That person will be
responsible for the safety of the animal and will provide instructions to the pilot.



The pilot is responsible for the aircraft and the safety of the people on board, and has
final say regarding such matters.



The pilot must maintain radio contact with GKP site management.



To stress the animal as little as possible, the pilot must keep the helicopter well back
from the animal. The minimum distance between the helicopter and the animal is
100 m (330 ft.) back and 30 m (100 ft.) up. The pilot should only get close enough to
get the animal to move. A bear moving at a fast walk can cover a lot of ground quickly
and efficiently, so there is no need to have the bear running. A running bear may become
overheated and die.



The pilot must keep the animal in visual contact, observing the minimum distances.

All staff members are responsible for ensuring that they are using the latest version of this document.
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The pilot must keep the helicopter between the animal and the site to prevent pushing
the animal into camp.



DO NOT push an animal for more than 10 min or 3 km (2.2 miles).



Once the Environmental representative is satisfied that the animal is moving away, the
pilot may be directed to stop pursuing the animal and take the helicopter to an altitude
where they can continue to monitor the animal to ensure it is not returning.



Once satisfied that the animal poses no further immediate risk, the helicopter will return
to camp.



An update of the situation will be provided to the SHE Manager.

DESTROYING A PROBLEM BEAR


Deciding exactly when to shoot a bear is a difficult decision to make and is wholly
dependent on the prior experience and training of the shooter. For this reason there is no
set distance at which to pull the trigger.
The bear must be shot when personnel are in immediate danger of attack, or when it is
not possible to remove the bear without endangering human life



Before shooting, always consider what is beyond the bear as the slug may pass through
the bear or miss the target.



It is very difficult to kill a charging bear. The first shot is intended to stop or knock down
the bear, not kill it. If the bear is standing sideways, shoot at the large shoulder and into
the chest area.



If the bear is facing head on, shoot into the neck and top of the shoulders.



Once the bear is stopped or down, use the remaining lead slugs to kill the bear. A
minimum of two shots must be made into the vital areas.

All staff members are responsible for ensuring that they are using the latest version of this document.
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Do not approach the bear until the shotgun is fully reloaded and the bear is dead.



Do not handle or touch the bear until personal protective equipment (PPE) requirements
have been determined.



If a bear is shot, return to camp and report to the SHE Manager or designate. The
Environmental Superintendent will complete the Wildlife Deterrent Report.



The Environmental Superintendent will report the incident to the appropriate Wildlife
Officer.



The bear hide must be removed, with the claws and the head attached, and kept from
spoiling by salting or freezing. The hide and skull must be turned over to a Wildlife Officer
as soon as possible. Before handling the bear or removing the hide, determine the PPE
requirements (i.e. disposable latex gloves, raingear, etc.) as per the Wildlife Disease
Investigation Manual and any other special precautions in consultation with the Wildlife
Officer.



Dispose of the carcass under the direction of the Wildlife Officer.

TRAINING


This SHE OP requires specific training for all Responders.



Advanced Bear Safety training is required. This training will include sessions on bear
biology, bear behaviour, bear/human encounters, what to do in the event of an
encounter, prevention, detection, proper use of deterrents, bear response planning and
reporting procedures.



All Environmental personnel or other designated individuals who handle or fire the
shotgun are required to hold a valid Canadian Possession and Acquisition Licence
(PAL).



All Environmental or other designated individuals who handle or fire the shotgun must
take training in the use of the specific on-site firearm(s).

All staff members are responsible for ensuring that they are using the latest version of this document.
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5.0

6.0

APPROVAL
Name

Title

Date

Signature

Darren Raymond

Snap Lake Mine and
Gahcho Kué - Safety
Health and Risk Manager

October 17, 2013

REVISION HISTORY
Noted below is the revision history of this document.
Revision

Date

Comments
Initial Issue of GKP
Management System documents

A

June 17, 2013

B

August 25, 2013

DBCI Comments incorporated

C

October 4, 2013

JDS Comments incorporated

0

October 17, 2013

Approved for Use

7.0

DEFINITIONS



Area of Human Activity: Any area within the GKP footprint where people are active.
The size of this area will expand and contract based on the level and location of activity
on site. For example, when there are only a few people in camp and no one is working
outside of the camp area, there will be no need to deter a bear on or near the quarry
area. However, there will also be areas of the site where bears will not be allowed
regardless of the level of activity on site. These areas include:
o
o
o
o

accommodation complex including water plant, sewage plant, incinerator and
generator;
tank farm;
infrastructure including; shops, warehouses, laydown areas and other areas that
could present a risk to the bear or personnel; and
all roads on the GKP, excluding the winter roads.

8.0

REFERENCES AND RELATED DOCUMENTS
















NWT Mine Health & Safety Act and Regulations, Section 15.06 (1)
Firearms Act
Canadian Possession and Acquisition Licence (PAL)
Firearms Licences Regulations
Storage, Display & Transpo. of Firearms & Other Weapons by Business Regulations
Wildlife Disease Investigation Manual
General Site Orientation Program
OP 1004: Objectives, Targets and Programs
OP 1010: Operational Control
OP 006: Wildlife Procedure
OP 104: Cold Weather Safety
OP 156: Housekeeping & No Littering Protocol
OP 162: Personal Protective Equipment
OP 193: Bear Deterrents

All staff members are responsible for ensuring that they are using the latest version of this document.
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Accident - Incident
Short Report Form
Must be submitted within 24 hours
Rating of 6 or more requires 3 page AI Form within 72 hours

YELLOW FIELDS REQUIRE COMPLETION

Date of Accident/Incident

Date Reported

Time of Accident/Incident

Time Reported

Date of Investigation

N/A or pen mark required to identify attention

DEPARTMENT

SITE

Date Submitted

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF INJURY, LOSS,
POTENTIAL LOSS, OR HAZARD
TYPE OF MISHAP

Multiple Selections Possible
ACCIDENT
PROPERTY DAMAGE
LOSS TO PROCESS

INJURY

INCIDENT
POTENTIAL FOR LOSS

FIRST AID

ENVIRONMENT

INJURY

MEDICAL AID

EQUIPMENT

ENVIRONMENT

LOST TIME

MATERIAL

EQUIPMENT

OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS

LOSS TO PROCESS

LOSS TO PROCESS
HAZARD

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE

SHE NON-CONFORMANCE

EMPLOYEE NAME:

YRS OF EXPERIENCE IN
OCCUPATION:

OCCUPATION:

Describe what happened including the event and IDENTIFY THE ROOT CAUSE

STATE WHAT ACTION WILL PREVENT THIS EVENT FROM RE-OCCURRING
Root Cause must be addressed in these actions.

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON

DATE TO BE
COMPLETE

Action
assigned by

WITNESSES:

PROBABILITY
RISK ASSESSMENT

HIGHEST

RISK ASSESSMENT

CONSEQUENCE

RATING

+

=

=

Rating of 6 or more requires
completion of 3 page AI Form
within 72 hours

RATING

COMMENTS

PRINTED NAME

SIGNATURE

DATE

TITLE
Employee
Immediate
supervisor
JOSHEC Rep.

DBC Dept. Mgr.

SH/E Coordinator

SHE Manager

Mine Manager

Note: Any Supervisor or Manager or their designate may require an Investigation be completed on any incident regardless of the risk rating where other potentially
more serious outcomes could result.

Effective November 10, 2009.

Approved by:
SHE Manager

File: A130
Accident-Incident Short Form

Wildlife Encounters

Rev 00

PROCEDURE
1.

IMPACT ON WILDLIFE

The project area provides both year-round and seasonal habitat for wildlife species.
Wildlife may be impacted by the loss or modification of habitat and disturbance from
vehicles and equipment during sensitive life-cycle periods (e.g., breeding and rearing). The
environmental awareness and orientation sessions provide some insight into wildlife
encounters.
2.

VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT USE

•

Drivers will maintain a safe and appropriate speed on the roads especially the winter
road, and drivers will not chase animals down roads. Instead, drivers will stop and turn
off their headlights to allow stressed animals to disperse.

•

Hunting, firearm use, fishing and/or the presence of dogs is not permitted on site
unless prior authorisation is obtained from the Camp Manager or designate.

•

When encountering wildlife, remember they have the right of way.

•

Never feed wildlife! Feeding wildlife may cause them to stay at the site and become
habituated to human contact. The consequences of feeding may result in serious harm
to humans, and/or the animal being relocated or destroyed.

•

If encountering wildlife on the road, stop the vehicle and allow wildlife to pass. Be sure
to:

•

•

Remain in the vehicle.

•

Avoid using the horn.

•

Avoid provoking the animals.

•

Wait for the animal(s) to pass before continuing.

If encountering wildlife on foot:
•

Back away slowly and do not make direct eye contact.

•

Do not make sudden movements.

•

Call in the sighting by radio as soon as possible without alarming the animal.

•

Stay in radio contact until you are at a safe distance and return to a safe area
(e.g., inside a vehicle) as soon as possible.
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•

Call in a wildlife sighting to your supervisor, the Safety, Health and Environment (SHE)
Superintendent, or the Environmental Technician.

•

When returning to the camp, fill out the Wildlife Management Log.

3.
•

USE OF FIREARM AS A DETERRENT
When returning to the camp, fill out the Wildlife Management Log.

REFERENCES AND RELATED DOCUMENTS
•

General Site Orientation.
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1.0

Replaces:

-

PURPOSE

This procedure describes how disruptions to natural wildlife (including fish and birds) are to be
minimized, what to do in a situation where wildlife is encountered, and related regulations to be
complied with at the Gahcho Kué Project. It also addresses the disposal of animal carcasses
encountered near areas of human activity.
2.0

SCOPE

This procedure applies to all employees and contractors at the Gahcho Kué Project (GKP).
3.

RESPONSIBILITIES

Project Manager or designate:

overall management of the GKP sites and workforce.
Department/Contractor Managers, Superintendents or their designates:

ensure this procedure is communicated to their employees;

ensure their employees have received the appropriate training; and

ensure this procedure is implemented.
Responsible Person for Airstrip Operations or designate:

ensure the inbound aircraft is alerted to the presence of large animals on or near landing
areas, via the GKP Travel Clerk or other means.
Supervisors:

implement this procedure and ensure this procedure is followed.
Safety, Health and Environment (SHE) Manager or designate:

decide when herding actions will be taken to disperse animals, and ensuring that details
are recorded;

contact the appropriate regulatory authorities to notify and/or arrange the removal of an
aggressive or nuisance animal;

maintain records of wildlife activities through the Wildlife Observation Log: CL 108 and
incident reports;
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liaise with appropriate regulatory authorities on wildlife management issues;
report on wildlife management issues in regular environmental reports;
monitor the implementation of this procedure; and
ensure this procedure is maintained.

All Employees:

report bear sightings immediately, as specified in OP 078: Responding to Bears or
Aggressive Animals At or Near GKP – Emergency Situation;

record wildlife sightings in the Wildlife Observation Log: CL 108;

be aware of current GKP site rules;

take reasonable precautions to prevent disturbing wildlife; and

ensure wastes are properly disposed of to avoid attracting wildlife.

understand and practise this procedure as required; and

ask their supervisor for clarification if they are unsure of any aspect of this procedure.
Responsibilities of Employers, Contractors, Supervisors and Employees are also described in
the NWT Mine Health and Safety Act (Sections 15 – 18) and throughout the NWT Mine Health
and Safety Regulations.
4.0

PROCEDURE

4.1

Site orientation sessions for staff and contractors shall include instruction relating to
wildlife encounters. See Section 4.16

4.2

Do not feed wildlife, offer them food or leave food out for them. Feeding wildlife may
cause them to stay at the site and become habituated to human contact. The
consequences of feeding may result in serious harm to humans, and/or the animal being
relocated or destroyed. Feeding of wildlife is also illegal under the NWT Wildlife Act.

4.3

Ensure that all food and garbage that might attract wildlife are stored in wildlife-proof
containers or buildings.

4.4

When wildlife other than common small animals or birds are observed at or near the site,
fill out the Wildlife Observation Log: CL 108 just outside the dining area, promptly upon
returning to the camp, or advise Environmental Staff of the sighting. Any nesting sites of
eagles, hawks or owls; den areas of bears, wolves, wolverines or foxes; and calving
areas of moose or caribou are items of significant interest and should also be recorded.
Human interactions with animals that have safety or environmental implications must be
reported according to OP 1026: Incident and SHE NC Documentation Process,
Reporting and Investigation. This includes actual or threatened animal attacks, injuries to
animals caused by vehicles, feeding of animals, etc.

4.5

For safety reasons, no DBCI employee or contractor is permitted to hunt or use firearms
at or within 3 km of the GKP site, or within 1 km of active winter roads, except as part of
authorized wildlife deterrent actions. The only exception is the removal of an aggressive
or nuisance bear, following notification of the ENR (except in extreme emergencies).
Removal or killing of an animal involving the use of firearms may only be authorized and
directed by the Project Manager or their designate.
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4.6

No fishing or hunting for food or sport in the lands, rivers or streams around the GKP site
is allowed by De Beers Canada employees and contractors while they are residing at the
on-site camps, or visiting the site for business purposes.

4.7

Scientific studies of fish and wildlife must obtain all necessary permits and licenses from
provincial and/or federal agencies. Fish or wildlife which is incidentally killed during
these studies will be offered to FN members for use, where appropriate, or otherwise
dealt with as specified in collection permits and licences.

4.8

To the extent practical, disruptive or noisy work activities (i.e. drilling, low level aircraft
flights) will be scheduled to avoid sensitive times for wildlife known to be in the area,
such as migrations, breeding seasons and times when young are being reared.

4.9

Where practical avoid disturbing wildlife by flying over them. Where possible, aircraft
should travel at an altitude of 300 m (1000 feet) or greater, to reduce noise and
disturbance to wildlife. Exceptions apply when landing or taking off, for specially
permitted environmental studies, and when weather conditions (i.e. low cloud) restrict
flight altitudes. See OP 003: Aircraft - Environmental Factors for details.
All wildlife shall be left as undisturbed as possible. Vehicles, boats or aircraft shall not be
used to purposefully kill, injure, capture, harass, pursue or chase wildlife of any type.
The only time a vehicle may be used to interact with wildlife is when the animal is posing
a threat to either company property, employee safety and health or its own health – and
then only under the guidance and direction of the SHE Manager or their designate.

4.10

No employee shall disturb, destroy or take a nest or egg of birds on and around site
without specific advance permission from the Environmental Superintendent in
consultation with ENR and/or Wildlife Monitors. Likewise, den areas of other mammals
(i.e. bears, beavers, fox, wolverines, etc.) are not to be disturbed without permission. If a
nesting or den area is discovered, take note of the location and notify the Environmental
Superintendent or designate of the situation and the animal involved if known (Section
4.4).

4.11

Wildlife is considered to have the right-of-way over light vehicles and mobile
equipment, but this should not take precedence over people’s safety.
When
encountering wildlife while operating a machine, if it safe to do so:


Stop your vehicle and turn off or dim the headlights.



Avoid using the horn, and remain with the vehicle.



Use a radio to report the presence of the animal in the immediate area of the
GKP site to the Environmental Superintendent or designate.



Wait for the wildlife to pass before continuing.



On return to camp complete the CL 108: Wildlife Observation Log.

Due to the massive size of heavy mine equipment, making emergency stops or sudden
turns is very dangerous to the operator, so it is not appropriate to take such emergency
actions to avoid small wildlife that suddenly runs in front of such machines.
All staff members are responsible for ensuring that they are using the latest version of this document.
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4.12

Special precautions are necessary at any airstrip (runway) for fixed-wing aircraft:


A visual check of the airstrip is to be done early in the day on which aircraft
landings are expected, and again 15 to 30 minutes prior to the estimated arrival
time.



The Responsible person in charge of the airstrip and apron area will drive the
entire length of the runway, looking for large animals within 100 meters of it.
Radio a report to the GKP Travel radio operator or their designate, who will alert
inbound aircraft to the probable presence of animals on the runway.



Where necessary, and particularly in emergency situations such as a medical
evacuation flight, an attempt may be made to herd animals off the runway on foot
or with vehicles, with the approval of the SHE Manager or their designate. If this
is not successful the aircraft will be told not to take off, or if already airborne, not
to land without further radio clearance.



As soon as the animals have moved 100 meters off the runway, no further
approach to them should be made.



If the animals do not move more than 100 meters from the runway perimeter, or
look like they may attempt to re-enter it, workers on the ground should remain
between the animals and the runway to prevent them from returning before the
inbound aircraft lands.



In addition to an entry in the Wildlife Observation Log: CL 108, a detailed report
must be made to the SHE Manager or their designate after any herding attempts,
describing what was tried and how the animals responded. Use the Near Miss
reporting process outlined in procedure OP 1026: Incident and SHE NC
Documentation Process, Reporting and Investigation.

4.13

Dead or sick animals encountered must be managed so as not to put people or other
wildlife at risk from diseases or scavengers. Dead animals discovered must be reported
through the near miss reporting system (see OP 1026: Incident and SHE NC
Documentation Process, Reporting and Investigation) and removed at least 25 metres
from roadways and active work areas. Large carcasses that might attract bears are to be
removed 1 km away from areas of human activity. When handling carcasses,
appropriate personal protective safety measures must be taken.

4.14

Carcasses of Moose, Bear or Caribou:
CAUTION - When approaching a dead moose, bear or caribou (check caribou for radio
tracking collars), during seasons when bears are active, there must be at least two
people present, each equipped with pepper spray, air horns and/or other devices to deter
bears. See OP 193: Bear Deterrents
a) If the carcass is more than 1 km from areas of human activity:
i)

Carcasses of moose, caribou and bear will not be removed. Removing the kill
may cause the bear feeding on it to approach areas of human activity in
search of its food.
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ii.) Everyone on-site will be alerted to the presence of the carcass, and the area
closed to human activity until the SHE Manager or designate has determined
that the area is safe.
b) If the carcass is within 1 km of human activity, any dead moose, caribou or bear will
be relocated because of the danger posed by a bear feeding on it:
i)

Relocate the carcass by dragging it at least 1 km away from areas of human
activity, preferably in an upwind direction. Dragging leaves a scent trail so
that a bear can easily relocate the kill. If the carcass is removed entirely the
bear may come into camp looking for it.

ii) An ATV, snowmobile, or other vehicle may be used to drag the carcass. Use
of a helicopter for this is considered unsafe due to the chance of snagging the
load.
iii) Everyone on-site will be alerted to the presence of the carcass, and the area
closed to human activity until the SHE Manager or designate has determined
that the area is safe.
4.15

Animals which appear sick or for which the cause of death is not apparent:
a) The greatest concern is with animals behaving in ways that suggest they may be
infected with rabies. These include unusual aggression or tameness, partial
paralysis, drooping head, excess saliva (“frothing at the mouth”), and general poor
physical condition. Foxes and skunks are the most frequently affected animals.
b) Cases of suspected rabies must be reported to the local office of the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency. For the GKP, the closest CFIA office is in Edmonton at (780)
395-6701. These reports are to be made by the SHE Manager or their designate. If
people have been directly exposed (scratched, bitten or exposed to saliva), the
animal carcass must be sent to the CFIA for testing to see if special medical care is
required. The CFIA will advise on shipping requirements which will include rigorous
dangerous goods transportation requirements.
c) The ENR recommends burying diseased animals at least 1 metre deep in the ground,
to prevent infecting other wildlife. Cremation in the burn pit, with prior permission
from the ENR and FN, may be more appropriate. See OP 009: Open Fires (Burn
Pit).

4.16

Bear Encounters

The GKP is located in a zone that sees the presence of both black and grizzly bears. Usually,
bears hibernate from late October to April. Bears have a tendency to avoid encounters with
humans if they are aware of their presence in time. When surprised, a bear may become
aggressive. Therefore, good awareness of surroundings should be practiced at all times.
Poor food handling or waste management will attract them into areas of human activity. Bears
will usually avoid people, but can be aggressive if threatened or surprised. Any bear that
approaches the main GKP camp or active work areas must be promptly dealt with to protect
both the bear and people:
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The following are tips to prevent bear encounters:
o
o
o
o
o

be alert at all times;
have respect for all bears, they are potentially dangerous;
never approach a bear for any reasons;
ensure food wastes are not available to any wildlife; and
if leaving the immediate GKP site, ensure regular communication with Security
via radio or satellite phone, be aware of surroundings, and carry applicable bear
deterrents.

There is a possibility that you may encounter a bear at closer than expected distance. Bears are
unpredictable and do not respond to human presence in a consistent manner. Always treat the
presence or proximity to a bear as a danger. They will fiercely defend their young and food
supply. They have also been known to travel together as a family group as well as during mating
season. For this reason, be extra careful and cognizant that there may be others in close
proximity. Although there is no guaranteed formula, the following tips may help:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

do not panic, stop, stand still and stay calm;
if you are not alone, group together, it will make you appear bigger, raising your
arms will also contribute to making you appear bigger;
assess the situation, looking at egress options, including barriers to your moving
away;
avoid direct eye contact. While keeping sight of the bear, slowly back up until you
feel confident that the risk has decreased;
do not run;
if the bear is aware of your presence, identify yourself as a human by talking.
Being in an upwind position will allow the bear to identify you as a human;
if possible, move to a safe location (i.e. vehicle, building, boat, etc. and report the
encounter, request support, should you need to be removed from the area;
have your deterrent materials readily available; be prepared to use them as
dictated by the conditions; and
immediately alert your supervisor of your situation (by radio if possible), and
report the occurrence to Site Security;



Where it is necessary to drive a bear (or other types of large animal) away, this must be
done with care to avoid causing the animal to overheat. Air-horns, “bear-bangers”,
rubber bullets and pepper spray are available and will be used at the direction of the
Project Manager or designate to encourage a bear to leave. See OP 193: Bear
Deterrents.



No more should be done than is necessary to get the animal to move. Once they are
doing what you need them to do, stop your approach.



In the event that a bear becomes a persistent nuisance or significant safety risk to
workers, refer to OP 078: Responding to Bears or Aggressive Animals at or Near GKP –
Emergency Situation for instructions on a progressive deterrent response, up to and
including the killing of the bear by authorized persons.
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TRAINING
Limited training is provided to site staff if work occurs within the mine footprint. Staff required to
work at some distance from the mine footprint will require additional information on bear biology
and behaviour.
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7.0

DEFINITIONS



Encounter: The animal is seen closer than 1 km from the camp perimeter, and is less
than 100 m from any area of human activity.
ENR: Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Rabies: An infectious and deadly disease sometimes carried by wildlife, usually spread
by direct contact with blood, saliva or other body fluids. Symptoms in animals include
unusual aggression or tameness, partial paralysis, drooping head, excess saliva
(“frothing at the mouth”), and general poor physical condition. Foxes and skunks are the
most frequently affected animals.
Sighting: The animal is seen further than 1 km from the camp perimeter, and is more
than 100 m from any area of human activity.






8.0

REFERENCES AND RELATED DOCUMENTS












NWT Mine Health & Safety Act and Regulations, Section 15.06 (1)
NWT Wildlife Act
General Site Orientation Program
OP 1004: Objectives, Targets and Programs
OP 1010: Operational Control
OP 1026: Incident and SHE NC Documentation Process, Reporting and Investigation
OP 003: Aircraft – Environmental Factors
OP 009: Open Fires (Burn Pit)
OP 010: Waste Management Program
OP 078: Responding to Bears or Aggressive Animals at or Near GKP – Emergency
Situation
OP 156: Housekeeping & No Littering Protocol
OP 162: Personal Protective Equipment
OP 193: Bear Deterrents
REC 005: Site Drivers Manual
CL 108: Wildlife Observation Log
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APPENDIX B
GOVERNMENT OF THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES WILDLIFE GUIDELINES

• obey Transport Canada regulations and do
not fly below 1,000 feet;
• find out where outfitter camps are located
and avoid them during hunting season;
• avoid barren-ground caribou calving grounds
during calving season;
• do not take-off or land in a calving area
during calving season;
• do not chase or harass wildlife by flying too
close; and
• respect our wildlife – keep to a safe altitude.

If geological survey or mineral exploration work
is planned at any time, but especially during
outfitting or calving seasons, please contact
the regional office of Environment and Natural
Resources for information before flying.
Mackenzie Mountains
and Mackenzie Valley:

Sahtu Region................................(867) 587-3500
Dehcho Region.............................(867) 695-7450
South Slave Region.......................(867) 872-6400
Tundra:

Inuvik Region................................(867) 777-7308
North Slave Region.......................(867) 873-7184
South Slave Region.......................(867) 872-7450

Photo by Manghi

Remember,
flying close enough
to an animal
so that it runs away
is too close!

T
Photo by A. Veitch/GNW

GNWT Phot
o

Visit the Wildlife Division web site
of Environment and Natural Resources
at http://wildlife.enr.gov.nt.ca.

June 2007

Increased exploration and development
throughout the NWT also means increased
air traffic. Pilot encounters with wildlife are
becoming more frequent. If you are a fixed wing
or rotary pilot, please respect our wildlife and
keep to an elevation that does not disturb them.

Wildlife that are affected by low level flyovers in
the Mackenzie Mountains include Dall’s sheep,
mountain goat, mountain caribou and moose.
During the mid-July to end of September hunting
season, please be cautious and avoid outfitter
areas.

Section 38 of the NWT Wildlife Act protects
wildlife by making it illegal to disturb or harass
wildlife. Flying close enough to an animal that it
runs away is flying too close!
In addition, Transport Canada regulations
stipulate that aircraft may not fly lower than
1,000 feet above ground.

. Bradley
Photo by M

Please keep your aircraft at a safe elevation so
animals are not disturbed.

Boreal caribou are a threatened species found
throughout the Mackenzie Mountains. Unlike
barren-ground caribou, during the May calving
period, boreal caribou go into hiding to have their
calves. Low flying is especially harmful, stressing
the female, which can cause separation from
calves and lead to calf death. If electromagnetic
surveys are going to be conducted in April or
May, please contact the regional ENR office for
information.

During Hunting Season
Hunters also pay large fees for a hunting
experience on the tundra. In late summer and

GNWT Phot
o

The Northwest Territories is a popular
destination for big game hunters and eco-tourists
alike. But their experience can be ruined by
low-flying aircraft that disturb wildlife.

Big game hunters pay sizable fees for the chance
to take home a trophy animal from the Mackenzie
Mountains. Much of the hunting in this area is
done on foot or on horseback and it is a time
consuming process. Sound is amplified by the
mountains and low flyovers can frighten an animal
into flight, causing hours, or even days, of stalking
to be wasted.

GNWT Photo

A variety of wildlife, quality guides and
outfitters, spectacular scenery and solitude that
only a location away from human habitation can
offer…

early fall, outfitters have active barren-ground
caribou sport hunting camps. Aircraft must
remain at least 1,000 feet above ground.
During the mid-August to end of October
hunting season, please be cautious and avoid
outfitter areas.
During Calving Season
Caribou are a valuable resource to the people
of the Northwest Territories. From the end of
May to the end of June, female barren-ground
caribou come together at herd-specific locations
on the tundra to give birth to their calves. Low
flyovers, take-offs and landings in these areas
are especially harmful as they can stress the
cows, which can cause separation from calves
and increased calf mortality.
Avoid barren-ground calving grounds from
mid-May to early July. This is especially
important during times of low barren-ground
caribou numbers. Please contact the regional
office of Environment and Natural Resources
in your area.

Grizzly bears, pelicans, whooping cranes, polar
bears, muskoxen, black bears, eagles and other
wildlife are also disturbed by low flying aircraft.
Please respect our wildlife and keep to a safe
altitude.

2010
Bear Encounter Response
Guidelines

Photo by Dean Cluff/ENR

North Slave Region
Environment & Natural Resources
North Slave Region

North Slave Region
Bear Encounter Response Guidelines
Implementation of these guidelines will allow ENR greater ability to provide advice and assistance in deterring
bears that find themselves in areas of development, before they become habituated and must be destroyed as
nuisance wildlife.
Report any interactions between people and bears, and any instances of bears coming into camp to:
ENR North Slave Region Contact list:
Wildlife Emergency (On Call Officer)
Fred Mandeville, Wildlife Manager
North Slave Regional Office

(867) 873-7181
(867) 873-7019
(867) 873-7184

The attached Bear Complaint Checklist should be completed prior to calling ENR. It is
critical that as much information as possible be provided at this point in order for ENR to
provide appropriate advice and guidance.

PREVENTION:
Preventing the attraction of bears to the site is the most important aspect of dealing with bears.
A. Food
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do not feed any wildlife.
Feed any pets inside and store dog food in a sealed container indoors.
Clean fire pits and BBQs after each use.
All camp food must be stored in a manner that makes it inaccessible to wildlife.
If camps are to be vacant for more than 1 week, all food items should be stored in an odour-proof,
animal-resistant container.

B. Waste
1. Any food waste and food-related wastes (ex. packaging) stored on site must be kept in a central area
and sealed animal-resistant container for final disposal.
2. Food wastes and food-related wastes must be burned in an appropriate device on a daily basis, or
brought to an approved landfill site or recycling depot on all back hauls from camp.
3. All waste containers must be cleaned and treated with a bleach solution on a regular basis.
Bear Encounter Response Guidelines 2010
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C. Entrails from fish
1. Dispose of at least 3km from camp
2. Not in water or on ice, preferably on an island.
3. The area used for cleaning fish must be washed with bleach after each use.
4. A plastic tub offers a good way to transport fish in a boat and to camp, which is easily cleaned after.
D. Camp Structures
1. The camp must be designed and laid out in a manner that reduces attraction of wildlife to the camp
and provides safety. Some key areas to consider are the location and proximity of cooking structures
to sleeping quarters and the prevention of blind spots in the camp.
2. It is recommended that an electric fence designed for bears be installed around camps. The fence
must be properly maintained.
3. All exit doors should have a window to allow workers to check for bears before leaving buildings.
4. Avoid creating hiding areas within camp.
5. Watch for signs of digging under skirting of buildings and animal tracks.
6. Keep all doors closed, unless moving personnel or equipment into or out of buildings.
7. Ensure that all access doors to areas under buildings are closed and secured, unless work is actually
being performed.
E. Dead Animals
1. Do not approach any dead wildlife.
2. Report any dead wildlife found within 5 km of camp
If you have access to the Internet, the Department’s Safety in Grizzly and Black Bear
Country contains basic precautions and safety tips to keep in mind while you are in bear
country. Be aware that varying geographic conditions may limit the actions you are able to
take. The manual is available at the North Slave Regional Office or it can be found online
at:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/_live/documents/content/Bear_Safety.pdf

TRAINING
The NWT Mine Health and Safety Regulations (s.15.05) requires that all field personnel involved in mineral
exploration undertake bear-safety training. However, wildlife/human encounter prevention is a key component
to the training. ENR staff supports this requirement to be performed by qualified personnel, as it is both a
worker safety and wildlife issue.
Formal training of personnel in preventing and responding to wildlife encounters/interactions can reduce the
likelihood of injury to personnel and wildlife. Therefore, all field personnel working on the project must receive
wildlife/human interaction/encounter training from a professional trainer. The training should include:
1. Recognizing the causes of encounters/interactions,
2. How to prevent encounters/interactions,
3. How to respond to encounters/interactions, and the proper storage, transportation, use and
application of deterrents
Bear Encounter Response Guidelines 2010
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RESPONSE
A. Bear in the vicinity
1. Take note of the location of the sighting.
2. If safe to do so, take note of what direction the bear is heading.
3. Record a brief description of the bear using the Bear Complaint Checklist.
4. Report the bear to the ENR contacts listed
5. Monitor the movement of the bear. If it is within sight of camp and it is safe to do so. (i.e., the bear
is several hundred meters away and there is a vehicle or a building nearby)
B. Bear In Camp
1. Take note of the location of the bear.
2. Take note of the direction of travel and what it is doing.
3. Phone the ENR contacts listed.
4. Sound the bear alarm.
5. Monitor the movement of the bear; if safe to do so, until bear response personnel arrive.
6. Stay indoors or in your vehicle. Do NOT approach the bear.
7. Keep all doors closed and close all windows.

DENNING BEARS
A. If a bear is located in, at or near a den site, work in the area must halt. All employees should safely
retreat from the area and report the occurrence to the Site Supervisor, Wildlife Monitor, and the
Renewable Resource Officer in your area as soon as possible.
B. Staff from ENR will be required to assess the site and may implement measures to ensure bears are not
unduly disturbed. This may include the establishment of an exclusion zone of 300 meters around the den
in which no work will be permitted. Work inside the exclusion zone will remain stalled until after den
emergence.

DESTRUCTION OF BEARS
A. A bear may be destroyed if human life is in imminent danger.
B. The incident must be reported immediately to the ENR contacts listed. If a bear is killed the complainant
will be required to:
1. Report the kill to the contact identified at the end of this guide without delay.
2. Skin the bear, leaving the claws and penis (if applicable) attached, and preserve the hide by freezing
or salting it and storing it in a cool place. Be generous with the salt and do not freeze the salted hide.
3. Turn in the hide, the skull, and any other biological samples requested to an ENR Renewable
Resource Officer.

As per the NWT Wildlife Act, no person may retain any part of a bear killed in defence of
life or property.

Bear Encounter Response Guidelines 2010
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Bear Complaint Checklist
1. Complainant Details:
Date/Time of report:
Complainant’s name:
Affiliation/Location of complainant:
Contact number for complainant:
Other on-site contacts:
Wildlife monitor’s name:
2. Camp Details:
Location of complaint:
Latitude/Longitude:
Type of Camp:

Permanent/Mobile

Number of people in camp:
How long has the camp been here (if mobile):
Are there any aircraft on site? If yes, type:
3. History of the Problem:
Date/Time Bear First Sighted: _________________________________________
Type of Bear:

Grizzly

Black

Sex of Bear:

Male

Female

Unknown

Age of Bear:

Cub

Juvenile

Adult

Has bear been observed before:
Description of bear/s:
What was the bear attracted to:
Did the bear obtain food?
Behaviour of bear: Fearful

Not Fearful

Aggressive

Damage by bear:
Den site found (description):
4. Deterrent Action:
Was the bear deterred?

Yes

No

If yes, type of deterrent used:
Present Status of Bear: __________________________________________
Other Information:
Reporters name/title:
Weather on site at time of report:
Checklist forwarded to:
Bear Encounter Response Guidelines 2010
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If You Encounter a Bear...
••
••
••
••

Remember the 3 S’s... Stop, Stand still, Stay calm.
Ensure others know that a bear is in the vicinity.
Do not run.
Leave the bear an open avenue of escape.

...at a DISTANCE
•• Alert the bear to your presence - speak in low
tones, slowly wave your arms.
•• Quietly walk back the way you came or make a
wide detour.
•• Keep an eye on the bear.
•• Stay downwind.
•• Consider using warning shots, noisemakers.
...that is NEARBY
•• Do not shout or make sudden movements.
•• Avoid direct eye contact.
•• Back away slowly.
•• Climb at least four metres up a tree to escape a
grizzly. (Ineffective against black bears).

Deterrents...
•• Include... 12 gauge cracker shells, air horns, flares,
and chemical repellents such as pepper spray.
•• Are not completely effective against every bear in
every situation.
•• Should not make you less careful to avoid bear
conflicts.
•• Are potentially dangerous - use with extreme
caution.

If a Bear Charges...

•• If you have a firearm and contact appears
unavoidable, shoot to kill.
•• Play dead only during a grizzly bear attack (lie on
your side, curl into a ball with your legs tight to
your chest, hands clasped behind your neck).
If you must shoot a bear in self-defense, report
the kill to a Renewable Resource Officer as soon as
possible. If an Officer is not immediately available,
skin the bear and preserve the hide. The hide must
be turned in to an Officer. You may not keep any
part of a bear killed in self-defense.

For Further Information...
For further information, contact any Environment
and Natural Resources Office:
Area Code (867)
Aklavik.....................................................................978-2248
Deline....................................................................... 589-3421
Fort Good Hope................................................ 598-2271
Fort Liard............................................................... 770-4311
Fort McPherson.................................................952-2200
Fort Providence..................................................669-3002
Fort Resolution...................................................394-4596
Fort Simpson.......................................................695-7433
Fort Smith..............................................................872-6400
Hay River................................................................875-5554
Inuvik........................................................................678-6670
Lutsel K’e.................................................................370-3141
Norman Wells.....................................................587-3500
Behchokò˛............................................................... 392-6511
Tsiigehtchic...........................................................953-3605
Tulita......................................................................... 588-3441
Tuktoyaktuk..........................................................977-2350
Ulukhaktok...........................................................396-4505
Yellowknife.............................................................873-7181

•• Many charge are bluffs - the bear will often veer
to the side at the last minute.
•• Use a chemical repellent only at close range.

Black Bear
May 2009

While You are Travelling...

Welcome to Bear Country
Grizzly and black bears can be
found throughout the Northwest
Territories. They are an important
part of the northern ecosystem.
Northerners are committed to maintaining
healthy populations of all wildlife, including grizzly
and black bears. Treat them with respect. Remember
that you are in a bear’s territory.

What’s the Difference Between...?

••
••
••
••
••
••

Always be alert.
Travel in groups.
Travel only during daylight.
Avoid carrying strong smelling foods.
Make noise where visibility is limited.
Avoid bear feeding areas such as flood plains,
berry patches and areas rich in horsetails and
other grasses.
•• Avoid bear travel areas like shorelines, trails
along the water or near berry patches.
•• Watch for fresh bear droppings and tracks.
•• Carry bear deterrents.

If You are Camping...
•• Avoid camping in areas frequented by bears.
•• Always sleep inside a shelter (tent, cabin, etc.).
•• Don’t keep food in tents or areas of camp other
than the cook tent.
•• Keep a clean camp - wash all dishes and utensils
after every meal.
•• Avoid cooking greasy foods.
•• Burn all garbage every day or take it to a
bearproof disposal site. Burying garbage does
not eliminate odors.
•• If you’re going to leave the campsite:
- bearproof your camp – store food and other
attractants (dish detergent, toothpaste, etc.) in
an inaccessible place.
- let someone know where you are going.
- take a partner and bear deterrents with you.

Grizzly Bears

If You are Fishing...
•• Be cautious near streams or lakes - bears
frequent these areas.
•• Clean fish away from camp and store them
underwater.
•• Burn fish guts away from camp.
•• Store fish-cleaning knifes away from camp.
•• Don’t wear clothes that smell like fish to bed.

If You are Hunting...
•• Avoid hunting late in the day and returning to
camp in the dark.
•• Stay alert when dressing game or handling meat
and only do so away from camp.
•• Avoid shooting more than your party can pack
out in a single load.
•• If you must leave meat in the field, leave it near a
visible landmark with a clear approach route and
cover it with a tarp to discourage scavengers.
•• Don’t keep bloodied clothes in your tent.

